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- ABSTRACT -
ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS AND CORONARY HEART DISEASE. "Effects of combined heat and 
vibration stress on the physiology and biochemistry of the cardiovascular syste~1 
By Mustafa A Abu-Lisan 
The effects of exposing a group of 16 men to a combination of heat (35-40oC) 
and low-frequency (4-8Hz) mechanical vibration for short periods of time, were 
examined to detect possible interference with cardiovascular function and the 
Incidence of referred pain. In an attempt to elucidate the multi-factorial 
etiology of cardiovascular disease, a number of measures were studied, blood 
pressure, pulse rate, peripheral circulation as seen by infra-red photography, 
electrocardiographic changes of rhythm and form, plasma lipids and cholestrol, 
cardiac enzymes (LDH, CPK, SGOT) , differential blood counts, smoking, age, 
occupation and other personal habits. The results have also been used to 
study the contribution of transient exposure to heat and to vibration on 
cardiovascular function as indicated by biochemical and physiological changes 
usually associated with conditions of environmental stress. Some of the 
material has been extended to include differences in daily physical activity and 
occupational exposure to driving motorized vehicles but the material was 
Insufficient to allow firm conclusions. The main points of interest have been to 
establish particularly the use of infra-red photographs of peripheral vascular 
changes and changes In e.c.g. as useful diagnostic indicators of response to 
environmental stress. These changes also suggest a close parallel with clinical 
and cardiovascular disease diagnosed by biochemical methods. The results also 
show a most interesting counter action between the effects of transient exposure 
to heat and vibration separately and simultane9usly. 
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1. INTROOUCTION 
Every body is under stress. Adam and Eve in the garden of Eden were under 
stress. Yet most Medical experts agree that there IS more stress In our 
Ilves today than ever before. Orlving a car, for Instance, or travelllng 
by plane produces a stress that our ancestors dld not have to cope wlth. 
More than ever before, we need a strategy to deal with the hidden strains 
and pressures of Ilfe. 
1.1. THE HUMAN AND INHUMAN FACTORS 
When man becomes maladjusted to hlS physlcal, soclal and psychological 
envlronment, the blame IS usually placed on 'the human factor'. 
Implicit in such crltlcism is the Idea that the human organlsm, evolved 
more than 500,000 years ago, IS now outmoded. Much of today's medlcal 
actlvlty IS concerned wlth the dlseases induced by man's present enVlron-
ment and by hlS unsuccessful adaptatlon to it. Much less attention IS 
paid to 'the Inhuman factor', by which is meant environmental condltlon, 
often arising from modern clvilization, that induces disturbances of a 
medical and/or soclal nature even in perfectly normal blological organism. 
In recent decades great attention has been paid to improving man's physlcal 
environment. We have become Increaslngly aware of the Importance of 
industrial safety, comprlslng attempts to protect man against heat, cold, 
nOlse, vlbratlon, poor llluminatlon, moisture, industrial poison etc. 
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We have realised how important it is that the alr we breathe should not 
be polluted and that the food we eat and the water we drink should not 
contain harmful amounts of industrial waste products. 
While action programmes with this specific goal are obviously to be 
encouraged, man's welfare is not just a question of mercury, non-returnable 
bottles and air pollution. Neither is it entirely a question of taxes, 
income and the number of cars or television sets per famlly. 
We need to ",ake a multidlscipllnary attempt to prevent the inhuman factor 
from prevading tomorrow's society. Environmental care has been defined as 
an attempt to create an optimal physical, psychological, and social 
environment for man, and successlvely to eliminate known disturbances in 
hlS ecological system. Defined in these terms, environmental cale must and 
will become one of tomorrow's most important areas of medical and social 
activity. 
A great number of epidemiological studies, as well as psychophysiological 
and psychoendocrinological experiments durlng the last three decades suggest 
that various environmental influences in today's highly industrialized, 
urban societies are of pathogenic signiflcance. 
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1.2. ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS AND HOMEOSTASIS 
It is helpful to cons1der the 1ndividual as a Ilv1ng system ent1rely 
dependent upon mainta1ning a sat1sfactory relationship w1th his total 
environment. A man's Ilfe is dependent upon h1S ab1lity to maintain his 
body temperature, h1S intake of food, fluids and air, as well as upon his 
ability to eliminate waste products, and to obtain a satisfactory balance 
between activ1ty and rest (Hinkle and Wolff, 1957). 
Important adjustments to cultural and soc1al pressures and to interpersonal 
stresses as well as to more tanglble environmental forces are made through 
mechanisms in the bra1n that interpret slgnals and formulate adaptive 
responses (Wolff, 1961). Sechenov, who had worked with Claude Bernard, 
was impressed not so much by the constancy of the milieu 1nter1eure as by 
1ts capacity to adapt, presumably under nervous control, to changes in the 
m1l1eu exterieure (Bernard, 1859; Sechenov, 1952). 
A d1sturbance of the relat10nships between man and his env1ronment may 
engender unpleasant emot1ons and may stimulate act10ns of various sorts. 
Thus, anxiety, fear, anger, loneliness, sadness and dejection may arise 
out of disturbed relat10ns to the total env1ronment and the people in 1t. 
In add1tion there may develop hunger, thirst, fat1gue, sleeplessness, 
exceSS1ve warmth, coldness, or pain result1ng from disturbance of body 
processes. It 1S often the threat of disruption of established relation-
ships that may call forth pern1c1ous adaptive reactions and disease. 
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Nearly 25 centuries ago, Hippocrates remlnded his contemporaries of the 
rlsk of such change when he said, 'Those things which one has been 
accustomed to for a long tlme, although worse than things which one is 
not accustomed to, usually give less disturbance'. Even in host-parasite 
relatl0nships there are llluminating examples of the noxious nature of 
change (Hippocrates, 1938). 
We are gradually learning that in biology the only permanent thing is 
change - change requiring new adaptlve responses and precautions on the 
part of the organlsms, races and species to serve thelr need to survive. 
Man's thlnking brain has both aided him in hlS adaptation, and created 
new challenges for him. H1S science and technology have provided 
protection from the elements and from other destructive forces ln the 
envlronment. Whlle they have endowed him wlth power beyond the wlldest 
dreams of the potentates of the past, they have at the same time confronted 
hlm wlth new hazards of injury and of accldental death. Man's reckless 
and apparently insatlable desire to explore and experiment has led him to 
establish a kind of mastery over the world. Disability and death resulting 
from exposure to the elements were mltigated when man sought shelter and 
clothlng; then, the wild predators were fended off with arms and the 
microbes wlth public hygiene and antibiotics. Now, the illnesses related 
to man's own productl0ns and hlS relations with his envlronment and the 
comblned stresses lt evokes are galning prominence. 
21 
1.3. CORONARY HEART DISEASE (CHD) 
Coronary heart disease is more and more recognised as one of the major 
diseases of industrIalzed countries. The World Health Organization has 
recently expressed this in the following way: World Health Organization 
warns that heart diseases are becoming mankind's greatest epIdemic. 
A preventIve approach seems the only logical way to bring about a 
substantIal reduction In the appalling annual toll of coronary mortality 
in affluent parts of the world. Since two-thIrds of this mortality occurs 
outside the hospital, most of It suddenly and unexpectedly, It seems 
unlIkely that further innovatIons in the management of already symptomatic 
coronary disease can be expected to make a signIficant impact on overall 
coronary mortality (FIg. 1). Prevention requires an understandIng of the 
factors whICh promote the development of the disease so that the chaIn of 
circumstances WhICh eventuate in disablIng and lethal coronary attacks can 
be interrupted. Host and environmental factors whICh contribute to the 
development of coronary heart dIsease (CHD) have been identIfied in 
prospective epidemiologic studies, and are discussed in detail in the 
literature reVIew. The magnitude of the rIsk associated wIth these 
coronary precursors sIngly and in combination has been estimated for both 
men and women at various ages. Thus, it is now possIble to identify 
highly vulnerable persons on whom to focus preventive measures designed to 
correct contributing factors long in advance of symptoms. 
22 
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There are two important aspects one has to conslder for the treatment of 
CHO. The first is that treatment should be started before the major 
cllnical manifestations appear (prlmary preventlon). There are several 
reasons for thlS attitude. One is that many persons as thelr first 
cllnical manifestation of CHO die suddenly before CDmlng to hospltal. 
Obviously, treatment other than prlmary prevention lS not possible for 
this category of CHO. Another reason is that when CHO manifests ltself 
as e.g. myocardial lnfractl0n or angina pectoris the underlying disease, 
atherosclerosls, lS so advanced that it is probably difficult to treat. 
The second lmportant aspect of treatment of CHO lS that the disease most 
11kely has a multlfactorial etiology related to factors such as plasma 
lipids (dlet), hypertension (blood pressure), smoking, age, etc. ThlS 
indlcates that there lS no single method of treatment, each patient should 
be treated consldering his most prominent etlologic factor (s) for CHO. 
To be able to treat CHO successfully it thus seems logical first to 
identlfy factors of lmportance for the development of the disease and 
secondly to treat such factors before major clinlcal manifestations of CHO 
have appeared in the hope of reducing morbldity and mortallty in CHO. 
It lS with this idea in mind that the problem of this invcGtigation comes 
into prospective. 
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1.4. THE PROBLEM 
In a previous work concerned with studying the effects of v1bration on 
man (Abu-Lisan, 1977), it appeared that mechan1cally produced vibration 
could 1nduce symptoms similar to those exper1enced by a coronary patient. 
This 1nspired further investigat10ns into the effects of low-frequency 
vibrat10n as a single environmental stress and a factor involved 1n 
occupat10ns 11ke dr1ving motor-vehicles, on the phYS1o1ogy and biochemistry 
o 
of the heart. Also to study the effects of heat (100 r) as an enV1ron-
mental factor existing 1n hot climates, slngly and in comb1nat10n with 
v1brat1on (4Hz). Because an enV1ronment Wh1Ch 1S hot may also be v1brat1ng 
and I or n01sey: although there appears to be a crit1cal temperature in the 
region of Blor above Wh1Ch performance deter10rates, ought this to be set 
at a lower level when v1brat10n is present? Are the effects of different 
stresses mult1plicative, add1tive, or do they perhaps even cancel each 
other? 
Stresses e1ther affect different mechan1sms or else they affect the same 
mechanism to different extents: say in Oppos1te direct10ns. If two 
stresses act by qU1te different mechan1sms, the1r effects should be 
1ndependent of each other; and if they operate by manipulat1ng the same 
mechan1sm 1n two opposite directions (say, one by raising and one by 
lowering a general level), then their effects should tend to cancel out. 
Thus by applying the two stresses together we should be able to separate 
these possib11it1es. 
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In addltion to the above environmental stresses (Heat and Vlbration), 
other factors believed to influence cardlac performance were Investigated. 
These Included Informatlon about the weight, age, smoklng habits, 
occupation, blood pressure, Electrocardlograms, and a study of changes 
in the venous pattern of each subject, using medical infra-red photography. 
1.5 THE PURPOSE 
To study the consequences of exposing people to low-frequency sinusoidal 
vibratlon and / or heat singley and in comblnation, and to examlne its 
effects on the phYSlology and blochemlstry of the heart. This could lead 
to an understanding of whether occupations involving the aforementIoned 
stresses could contrlbute positlvely or negatlvely to the incidence of 
cardlovascular dlseases. It would also help to identlfy and treat some 
of the etlological factors of CHD before prlmary cllnical manifestations 
arise. 
It IS my sincere hope that in some respects thlS work wlll contribute to 
the understanding of the multitudlnous phases of human response to the 
demands, the excitements, and the VIClssitudes of life, and will bring 
us at least one step nearer the Utoplan goal of creating a better world 
for our descendants. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
To seek the origin of an idea is a fasclnating pastime. It is also 
terribly lmprecise. Perhaps that lS one of the reasons why an idea 
cannot be patented; the use of it can, but not the ldea ltself. 
2.1 THE EVOLUTION OF THE STRESS CONCEPT 
The concept of stress is very old. It must have occurred even to pre-
historic man that the loss of vigour and the feellng of exhaustion that 
overcame hlm after hard labour, prolonged exposure to cold or heat, loss 
of blood, agonlzlng fear or any k1nd of d1sease, all had someth1ng in 
common. He may not have been consciously aware of th1s slmilar1ty 1n his 
response to anyth1ng that was Just too much for h1m, but when the feellng 
came he must have realised instinctively that he had exceeded the lim1ts 
of what he could reasonably handle, in other words that 'he had had it'. 
Moreover, man must soon have found out that whenever faced with an 
unaccustomed stress, he goes through three stages: at flrst, the 
experience lS a hardsh1p, then one gets used to It, and finally one cannot 
stand it any longer. He did not thlnk of this triphas1c response as a 
general law regulat1ng the behaviour of livlng beings faced with any 
exact1ng task. 
The immedlate necesslties of flnding food and shelter kept him too busy 
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to worry about such concepts as the maintenance of the mllieu int~leur, 
homeostasls, or the trlphaslc general adaptation syndrome and biologic 
stress. Yet, the vague outlines of all this were there, ready to be 
analysed and translated from Intuitive feelings into the preClse terms of 
science, In a language than can be appraised by intellect and tested by 
the critique of reason. 
The term stress has been used to signify envlronmental agents which disturb 
structure and function, as well as responses to such agents. It has had 
physiological referents, as In Selye's 'adaptation syndrome', as well as 
sociologlcal ones, as when a social system is disturbed or disrupted. 
It has also had purely psychologlcal meanlngs, referring to the varlables 
operative In the appraisal or harm or threatened harm. These used of the 
term 'stress' are quite different from each other, although systems-
orientated researchers have often suggested analogies or parallels among 
them. 
One of the fundamental features of stress as a concept IS that it refers 
to relations between an organism and the environment, rather than to 
elther the organism or the environment alone. 
Thus a stimulus does not fall under the rUbrlc of stress, that is, It is 
not a stress stlmulus or stressor unless It produces certaln glven 
reactlons in the organlsm, presumably by creating physiological damage 
or threat; likewlse, reactions taklng place within the organism cannot 
I 
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be referred to as stress unless they are produced by certaIn environmental 
agents. 
In his book, An Introduction to the Study of ExperImental MedIcine, 
the eminent French physiologIst Claude Oernard stated: 
"The conditions necessary to llfe are found neIther in the organism nor 
In the outer environment, but in both at once. Indeed, if we suppress 
or dIsturb the organIsm, life ceases, even though the environment remaIns 
intact; if, on the other hand, we take away or vitIate the envIronoment, 
life Just as completely dIsappears, even though the organism has not been 
destroyed........ In the same way, life results from contact of the 
organism wIth its envIronment; we can no more understand it through the 
organism alone than through the envIronment alone". 
2.2. THE PRINCIPLE OF INTEGRATION AND HOMEOSTASIS 
RecognItIon of the princIple of integration and homeostasis in living 
systems can be traced back to Egyptian LIterature, or that of the MIddle 
East. It would be easier to attubute it to Hippocrates who belleved 
that dIsease is cured by natural powers. 
This concept embraces the Idea that there are, withIn the livIng organism, 
mechanIsms (natural powers) whIch tend to right thIngs when they have 
gone astray, to return the state of health to normal, even, to oppose the 
change toward abnormality as soon as the change begIns. 
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The great American physiologIst, ~Jalter B. Cannon, \IIho is generally 
accredited \IIith first uSIng the term homeostasis in thIS connotation, 
paid homage to the German physiologlst, Pfluger, and the BelgIan 
physiologlst, FrederIcq, as \IIell as to Hippocrates for the generation of 
the concept. In 1877, Pfluger stated, "The cause of very need of a l1VIng 
being is also the cause of the satIsfactIon of the need". FrederIcq in 
1855, declared, "The l1ving being as an agency of such sort that each 
disturbIng influence by itself the calling forth of compensatory activIty 
to neutralize or repair the disturbance. The higher in the scale of lIving 
beIngs, the more perfect and the more complicated do these regulatory 
agencIes become. They tend to free the organIsm completely from the 
unfavourable influences and changes occurring In the envIronment". 
Cannon also quotes the French physiologist, Charles RIchet, who sald: 
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"The l1ving being is stable. It must be so in order not to be destroyed, 
dlssolved, or disintegrated by the colossal forces, often adverse, \IIhich 
surround It. By an apparent contradlctlon lt malntalns ItS stabilIty only if 
it is excitable and capable of modlfYlng itself accordlng to external stimull 
and adJustlng ItS response to the stimulation. 
In a sense it is stable because it lS modlflable - the slight Instability 
IS the necessary condlt1on for the true stabIl1ty of the organism". 
In his book, "The Wisdom of the Body", Cannon pays tubute to the reno\llned 
French SCIentlsts, Claude Bernard. In the French editIon, Cannon makes It 
clear that Bernard deserves priorlty for emphasizlng the role of the inner 
environment in the establishment and maintenance of steady states in the 
body. Bernard (1865, 1878 - 9) was able to formulate the concept of 
biochemical homeostasis wh~ch was later abundantly conf~rmed by careful 
experimentation. His formulation was so succinct and elegant that ~t is 
worth quoting verbatum: 
"An~mals have really two environments: a mil~eu ext.tneur ••••••• 
and a milleu interieur in which the tissue elements Ilve. The livlng 
organism does not really ex~st ln the m~lleu exterieur ••••••• but in the 
llquid milieu interieur formed by circulatlng organic liquld which 
surro~nds and bathes all the tissue elements ••••••• Th~s m~lleu interieur 
never changes, atmospheric fluctuations cannot penetrate beyond its 
boundaries and, therefore, one may confldently state that the physlologlcal 
condlt~ons of the internal medium ln higher organisms are constant ••••..• 
The organism is enclosed in a sort of hot-house ••••••• it remalns free and 
independent ••••••• All physiolog~c mechanisms ••••.•• have life within the 
internal phase". 
There is now general concurrence that Claude Bernard, lf not the father, 
must certalnly be consldered the grandfather of the concept of homeostasis. 
The term was Cannon's,the idea, 8ernard's. 
The maintenance and preservation of a constant and normal heart funct~on 
would be a difficult task to achleve unless factors and influences that 
lnduce changes in the milieu lnter~eur are uncovered and treated or 
reduced. 
::;:--
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2.3. ENVIRONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL FACTORS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
HEART DISEASE 
One of the characterlstics of modern 11vlng in affluent, overclvilized 
\~estern nahons, WhlCh was early (1932) suspected of contributing to the 
alarming rise of degeneratlve cardiovascular diseases in the twentleth 
century, was the exceSSlve consumptlon of cholestrol and animal fats ln the 
dally dlet (Raab, 1932, 1939). Subsequently, widely confirmed statlstlcal 
evidence for cardiovascular detriments of tobacco smoklng was presented by 
Hammond and Horn (1954). P.P. White's warning against habltual physical 
lnactivity (1930), was later (1953) substantlated by the epideml010gic 
studies of J.N. Morris and hlS co-workers, and mnny others and flnally, 
the slgniflcance of emotional and envlronmental stresses in the origin of 
human degeneratlve heart disease became lncreasingly recognised in the 
1950's and '60's (Friedman and Rosenman, 1959; Raab, 1969; Russek, 1960). 
Beyond epidemiologlcal data, extensive experimental observatl0ns have made 
it reasonably certaln that the four modlflable pathogenlc factors of (a) 
lnappropriate diet; (b) physical inactivity; (c) nicotlne actlon; 
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(d) emotl0nal-envlronmental stresses, constitute the most lmportant basic 
elements, responslble for myocardial functlonal and structural deterl0ration. 
Comprehensive surveys of the largely bl0chemical, neuroendocrine 
cardiometabolic factors involved, can be found elsewhere (Raab, 1966, 
1970) • 
One factor that might play a role ln the etlology of at least some kinds 
of heart disease and which could encompass the four pathogenic factors 
(diet, smoking, physical activity, and environmental stresses in the 
form of vlbratlon and heat), lS occupat10n ln general, and driving motor 
vehlcles in partlcular. 
Man's increaslng use of high-speed vehicles and machinery has 1ncreased 
his exposure to both sustalned and osclllatory accelerations. W1th the 
exception of the standard gravlty vector, the occurrence of sustained 
acceleration applled to man 1S malnly 11mlted to high-speed air - and 
spacecraft; however, oscillatory acceleratlon as mechanlcal vibratlon 
occurs frequently where man and machine operate together. Pneumatic 
tools, machlnery, automobiles, trucks, emergency vehicles, and alr -
and spacecraft can all transmit vibratlonal forces to the operator or 
passenger wlth the posslbility of profound phYSlologlcal effects (Clark, 
et. al., 1967; Dlnes, et. al., 1961; Gierke, 1964; Hood and Higglns, 1965; 
Hoover, et. al., 1961; Lange and Edwards, 1970; Roberts, et. al., 1964; 
Wilson, 1965; Zechman, et. al., 1965). A number of studies with animals 
have descrlbed internal lnjuries following large amplltude whole-body 
vlbrabon (Bborstin, et. aI., 1966; Pape, et. aI., 1963). Whlle 
pathological changes ln the heart are a common flnding ln such experiments, 
the descrlptlon of the mechanically induced changes in cardiovascular 
dynamics remalned 1ncomplete, particularly for brief exposures. In 1972, 
however, Edwards et. al., observed the cardiovascular effects of short-
term mechanlcal vlbratlon, by monitorlng central and regional blood flow 
veloclties and blood pressures dur1ng whole-body sinusoldal vibration of 
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anImals. Four anaesthetized dogs and one pig were restraIned wIth the 
spine vertical and vibrated along that aXIS for 30 seconds. VIbratIon 
frequencies were varied from 2 to 12 Hz 'wIth acceleration amplItudes 
1, 2 and 3G. Extreme values recorded durIng 3G vibratIon at 4 Hz were 
1) a maximum aortic peak flow rate of more than tWIce the control value, 
2) a minIm aortic peak flow rate of 90% less than the control value and 
3) an increase In pulse pressure of more than 5 times the control value. 
The sImultaneously measured force transmIssion data established the 
resonant frequencies of organ systems, and correlatIons confirmed that 
relative motion of internal masses was reflected In the cardiovascular 
data. For vertIcal VIbratIon the data indIcated the Importance of 
considering mechanically induced effects of vibratIon on the cardiovascular 
system. 
At the same time, McCloskey, et. al., (1972) was examInIng whether 
actIvation of cat's muscle spIndle primary endings by vibration (at 
frequencIes of 100 - 300 Hz wIth amplitudes of 100 - 200 ~) could produce 
any changes in blood pressure or heart rate, but none were noted. Nor did 
muscle VIbration produce any appreciable Increase in breathing, which 
confIrmed earlier observatIons by Hodgson and Matthews (1968), but 
dIsagreed wIth Leitner and Dehours (1971) who found slight stimulation 
of breathing in response to muscle vibratIon. 
Some occupations, however, expose people sImultaneously to several 
envIronmental stresses. The effects of such combIned stresses cannot 
be realistically predicted from sIngle - stress studIes. Grether, et. 
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o al., (1971) examined the effects of exposIng men to heat (120 F), 
noise (105 dB), and vibration (5Hz, 0.30G peak) both singly and in 
combination. He found that for the single-stress condItions the results 
were in general agreement wIth previous findings for human exposure to 
noise, heat, and vIbratIon (Dean, et. al., 1964; Grether, 1970; Harris, 
et. al., 1970; Harris and Sommer, 1971). Only the heat stress produced 
significant effects on the physiological measures, namely increases In 
heart rate, skin temperature and weight loss. Other investIgations 
(Megel, et. al., 1962) Involved the study of physiological and pathological 
changes resulting from simultaneous exposure of rate to sub-lethal 
IntensIties of heat (26.7 0 C and 46.loC), vIbration (5 - 800 cps at 17.5G), 
and to the combination of both. The incIdence of mortality resulting from 
sImultaneous exposure to both envIronmental atresses was significantly 
greater than would be predicted If these stresses were to act indepent-
ently of each other. Hematocrlt, hemeglobln, and serum glutamicoxalacetic 
transamInase levels were signIfIcantly elevated immedIately after 
vIbration. Heat In combination wIth vIbratIon Increased these values 
although heat stress per se caused no change from control levels. 
SIgnifIcant increases in heart, kIdney, and adrenal weIghts were observed 
immedIately after exposure to the combInation of envIronmental stresses. 
On the other hand, Bommarito and Ramsy (1968, 1963) examIned the effects of 
combIned stresses (vIbration, 2-70 cps at O.le; temperature, 120oF; and 
whIte noise, 137 db), but the biochemical and haematological measures 
reported were not sIgnificant. This contradicted the above findIngs 
although both involved vIbrations of random nature - the type space 
flIghts crew are subjected to. 
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Other factors that are worth discussing 1n some deta1l are: 
2.3.1. OCCUPATION AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
The general idea that occupat1on may play a role 1n the etiology of at 
least some kinds of heart disease is very old but only recently has 1t 
attracted ser10US attention. As yet the facts ava1lable for consideration 
are few and confusing, the problems and var1ables of concern are ill 
defined, and there is no theoret1cal framework on which hypotheses of 
pathogenesis can be devised and tested. 
If, indeed, occupation 1S or can be an et1olog1cal factor in heart 
d1sease, then this of the utmost 1mportance to discover. For occupat1ons 
and the manner of life they impose can be altered and a vista of 
prevention would loom for the future. On the other hand, if occupation 
per se is inconsequent1al, or is only acc1dently associated wIth other 
factors of real consequence, then, too, the facts must be discovered so 
that search may be more profitably concentrated elsewhere. 
Two major theor1es have been suggested as to how the occupation may 
1nfluence the development of coronary heart d1sease and they are to a 
certa1n extent 1nterlocking. It 1S suggested that physical exercise 
may be protect1ve or, to put 1n another way, that 1nactiv1ty pred1sposes 
to the d1sease (Stocks, 1951; Morr1S and Heady, 1953; Morris, et. al., 
1953). The other theory, wh1Ch has been crit1cally discussed by Arnott 
-------------------
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(1954), is that "tension", respons1bility, and emotional stress, 
such as may be 1nvolved in some occupations, promotes the development 
of both coronary heart disease and hypertension. Both theories agree 
that business and professional men have an occupat10nal hazard in regard 
to heart disease. IncIdentally, this concept ImplIes that economic 
success carrIes a health risk and therefore may appeal to some moralists 
as an illustration of the "Lalll of compensation". 
ClassifIcation of all men in a country according to physIcal activity 
results In heterogeneity lIIith1n classes in regard to other factors so 
that epidemiologIcal conclUSIons about the effect of activity are 
hazardous. A less questionable analysis is shollln In Table 2 - 1. MorrIS 
and his colleagues studIed postal and telegraph empioyees In London and 
found the total incidence of all forms of coronary heart disease to be 
25 per cent 10lller among the mailmen IIIho deliver the mail on foot or on 
bicycle than among the employees IIIho \/larked seated. The incidence of 
occlusions, hOlllever, lIIas not signifIcantly related to phYSIcal activ1ty. 
In a study on London busmen, hOlllever, as shollln in Table 2 - 2, more 
sign1ficant d1fferences lIIere found. The bus drIvers IIIho lIIork seated 
had almost till ice the frequency of both occlusions and total coronary 
heart disease of the conductors IIIho lIIork standing and frequently climb 
the steps of the double decker buses. The question is \/Ihether the 
difference in coronary 1ncidence may be ascribed to dIfference in the 
actIv~ty on the Job. We should note that there are no data on the 
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energy expenditure of the drIvers versus conductors; the drivers though 
seated, are certainly not sedentary in the sense that a clerk is. 
A major ObjectIon to all such analys1s 1S the ImplICIt assumption that 
the men classified in regard to actiVIty are alike 1n other respects. 
The drivers and conductors represent the same social and economic 
level but, they appear to differ 1n at least one respect even at the 
outset of the1r respective careers with the Transport Executive 
(Morris, et. al., 1956). As judged by trouser wa1st Slze and other 
measurements of the1r un1forms, the bus drivers are more often fat than 
are the conductors. As the men cont1nue in the1r jobs over the years, 
both groups develop larger and larger wa1st d1mensions but the ratio of 
fat drivers to fat conductors apparently decreases. Judg1ng from the 
Farm1ngham study (Dawber, et. al., 1957) the differences 1n obesity 
between the bus drivers and conductors could well be enough to allow 
predIctIon of the observed coronary differences. 
Another weakness on the above study is the lack of data on the busmen 
who changed jobs or left the Transport Executive employ. How many 
bus conductors found that standing up all day and clImb1ng the steps 
was more physical activity than they could stand? How many drivers 
elected to take a seated Job because of 1nab1l1ty for more act1ve work? 
In a major attempt to seek further eV1dence regard1ng the hypothesis 
that phys1cally act1ve men have less coronary heart disease than innact1ve 
men, a nation wide necropsy study was carried out in Britain. The 
question asked of the data was: "Can the hearts of men be seen to vary 
with the kind of work they have done ------- and at what phases in the 
complex of coronary myocard~al disease as a whole can physical activity/ 
InactIvity be seen to operate?" ThIS NatIonal Necropsy survey (MorrIs & 
Crawford, 1958) provided informatIon on a sample of 3,800 middle-aged men 
dYIng from causes other than CHO, on the relatIonship betweem their 
habitual physical activity and the frequency of Ischaemic myocardIal 
fibrOSIS, and on the condit~on of their coronary vessels. 
IschaemIc myocardial fIbrOSIS appeared earlier and was more common and 
more severe In those who engaged In light occupatIons, compared with the 
actIve and heavy workers. In these 3,800 necropised men, the over-all 
prevalence of coronary athersclerosis was exceediqnly hIgh and it dId 
not vary with physical activity of occupatIon. Coronary artery narrowing 
was SImIlar In all occupation groups, but occlusion of a main coronary 
artery was commoner in sedentary and lIght workers than in active and 
heavy workers. 
Thus, (a) Ischaemic myocardial fIbrosis had consIderable relatIonship 
with physical activity and occupation, (b) occlusion of the coronary 
lumen had some relationship, and (c) atheroma of the coronary vessels 
had no relationshIp WIth phYSIcal activIty of occupation. It was of 
consIderable Interest that in the presence of coronary narrowing and 
occlusion, lIght occupations showed more ischaemIc lesions of the 
myocardIum than dId active and heavy workers. It was also of interest 
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that hypertension was less common and occurred at later ages (10 - 15 
years later) in the heavy occupations than 1n the rest. There was a 
particularly high prevalence of small ischaemic myocard1al scars seen 
1n light workers with hypertension. 
LookIng at the'above vast study 1n perspective, it 1S of importance 
to note one of the conclud1ng statements: "Coronary heart d1sease among 
heavy workers, though less common and occur1ng later than among Ilght 
workers, 1S nevertheless common enough to const1tute a major problem in 
them." 
from 1956 onward, the busmen stud1es began to move 1nto a new phase. 
Every case of coronary heart d1sease 1n the busmen was notif1ed to the Unit 
and was matched by up to 6 control subjects from workmates at the same 
garage, matched for age, Job, and length of service. Between 1956 - 1960 
some 700 men were stud1ed 1n th1S way. It became eVIdent that the average 
dr1ver differed from the average conductor, age by age, 1n respect of 
height, we1ght, wa1st circumference, skinfold th1ckness, blood pressure, 
blood cholestrol, and ~-11poprote1ns. In all cases, the mean values for 
these measurements were higher for dr1vers than conductors (Morris, 1959; 
Kagan, 1960). \~hen all cl1nical manifestations of CHD were considered 
together, conductors had a lower rate than dr1vers, but they had a 
higher rate of attacks present1ng as ang1na pector1s (Heady et. al., 
1961). "Sudden death" rates from CHD as the first clinical mam festation 
over a ID year period, showed that conductors had one-thIrd the rates 
of dr1vers under 50 years of age and two-th1rds the rate at ages over 50 
years. 
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The busmen ~ho sho~ed no evidence of ischaemic heart disease ~ere 
follo~ed over a 5 year period and then re-examined (Morris, et. al., 
1966). 
The initlal and the repeat examination included those factors kno~n or 
suspected to be related to IHD. During the 5 years period, 7 per cent 
developed the disease. Levels of causal systolic blood pressure (S.B.P.) 
and plasma cholesterol ~ere the predomlnant predictlve factors. 
The study of the London busmen has led to the development of a useful 
hypothesis relating physical activlty of ~ork and liabillty to develop 
coronary (ischaemlc) heart dlsease. As the proportion of workers in 
physically actlve occupations steadlly decreases, this hypothesis and 
its signlficance for society may become an academic problem, but it has 
served to focus attention on a vital aspect of cardiovascular health. 
Another approach to the above is summarlzed in Table 2 - 3. Clvil 
servants of the Clty of Los Angeles ~ere medlcally examined, classified 
as to activlty of occupation, and ~ere follo~ed for three years (Chapman, 
et. al., 1957). Among 515 men in sedentary and llght activlty jobs, 
20 cases of coronary heart disease developed ~lthin 30 months. Among 
393 men in Jobs lnvolvlng moderate to heavy muscular activity, 16 new 
cases occurred in the same perlod. 
Table 2 - 4 summarizes relevant data from one of the best studies made 
on the frequency of coronary heart disease in different occupatlons in 
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an entire communIty (Life Insurance CompanIes' Inst. Med. stat., 1956). 
These were results for 1946 - 49 from an elaborate study of all cases 
of myocardial infarction in hospitals of Oslo and vicinity. 
The Oslo authors concluded that for inCIdence the occupational 
dIstributIon "showed a higher proportion of executive employees and 
considerably fewer workers than would be expected on the basis of the 
distrIbutIon in NorwegIan urban areas." 
In many countries the age-specIfic frequency of coronary heart disease 
is considerably greater in urban than in rural segments of the population 
and it is often suggested that thIs is a reflection of the fact that on 
the average urban people are much less actIve physically. But, as 
indicated in Table 2 - 5, rural people doing hard physical work are not 
necessarIly protected. 
In most of the world the rural and heavy manual worker populations 
as well as the entIre populatlons of poor countries have a relatively 
low Incidence of coronary heart disease. It is also known that the serum 
cholestrol concentratIons in such groups tend to be correspondingly low. 
One favoured explanation has been that physical exercise is protectIve 
and it has been assumed that almost all people in poor countries such 
as Italy and Japan work very hard at manual labour. Actually, even in 
the poorest countries a consIderable proportion of the populatIon is 
sedentary or engages only in light work. Italy and Japan are good 
examples where the proportion of the population who are shopkeepers, clerks, 
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c1vil servants, and art1sans working at a low level of energy expenditure 
1S large and yet in the age and sex spec1fic frequency of coronary heart 
d1sease 1n m1ddle age for the entire population 1S only a fract10n of 
that in the United states, perhaps a fourth in the case of Italy, not over 
a tenth in the case of Japan. 
Other studies of the effect of occupat10nal factors upon the development 
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of heart diseases involved farm workers. Death from heart disease 
occurred at a later age in the farm than in the non-farm males. The 
results of a study of five years of fatal1ties (over 45,000 indiv1dual 
cases) showed that the median age at death of a farmer to be e1ght and a 
quarter years greater than that of the non-farmer (Table 2 - 6). A study 
about the fatalities in 1953, 1954 and 1955 showed that the farm 
fatal1ties occur at a greater age than those among the profess1onal group, 
technical propr1etors, managers, clerical and sales persons, or among the 
craftsmen, operat1ves, service workers and labourer (U.S. Census Bureau, 
1952). The prevalence of heart disease among low 1ncome farmers had 
been est1mates from the medical examinatlons associated with a federal 
lending agency (Grover, 1948). An over-all rate of 9.5 per cent was 
reported. The prevalence was shown to be over 20% in the 55 - 64 year 
age groups. 
As a means of obtain1ng a stratified random sample for survey ln the 
Purdue Farm Cardiac Project, a questlonnaire was mal led to farmers in 
f1ve countles in Central Indiana. The over-all response of mailing 
to 5,867 people was 78.8%. Of the 5,867 people, 62.31~ were active 
farmers, 6.4% lJIere retired farmers, and 10.2~; lJIere In other occupations. 
Of the active farmers IJIho responded to the survey, 11. 2~~ reported that 
they had heart disease IJIhich had been dlagnosed medlcally. HOlJlever, the 
mortallty rate increased exponentially IJIlth age. It is probable that 
many of the farmers in the older age groups IJIlth diagnosed heart 
disease go into retlrement, which may account for the relatively small 
increase In the reported prevalence IJIlth age. 
2.3.2. DIET AND CHD 
There lS grolJllng convlction that the llfe style which has emerged 
in natlons IJIlth an advanced technology has been promoting atheroscle-
rotlc cardlovascular disease (Kannel, 1966, 1971). 
The role of the dlet in the development of atherosclerosis In human 
populatlons remains controverslal (Kannel, et. al., 1970; 
Armstrong, et. al., 197D; Connor, et. al., 1960; Turpeinen, et al., 
1968; Ahrens, et. al., 1961; Sprltz, et. al., 1963; Fredrickson, 
et. al., 1967; Day ton et. al., 1969; Kannel, et. al., 1969; Stamler, 
et. aI., 1969). Mule speclflc nutrients can be demonstrated to 
lnfluence serum llpids In the metabollc laboratory or In animal 
experiments, lJIithin free-living populatlon samples it has not been 
possible to convinclngly demonstrate that serum lipid values or 
coronary lncldence are related to reported intake of these nutrients 
(Kannel, et. al., 1970). Yet, international mortallty statistics. 
from 21 different countries appear to sholJl a posltlve correlation 
betlJleen the intakes of total calorles, saturated fats and cholesterol 
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~n these countries and their CHD death rates (Report of the Inter-
Society Commission, 1970). 
Feed~ng the typical American diet to primates will produce 
atherosclerotlc disease (Armstrong, et. al., 1970) and diets rich ~n 
cholesterol and saturated fats will regularly produce atherosclerotic 
leslon in a variety of an~mals, and ra~se serum lipid values in humans. 
On the other hand, there ~s little disagreement that positive energy 
balance is deleter~ous. The method of ~nducing weight loss advocated 
by most nutritionlsts ~s to restr~ct fat and ref~ned sugar intake. 
S~nce most fat eaten ~s saturated and accompan~ed by cholesterol this 
results in an alterat~on ~n the diet not consistent w~th that of those 
who advocate less saturated fat, less cholesterol, and less ref~ned 
sugar as a means of avoid~ng atherosclerosis. Also, carbohydrate 
tolerance is related to obes~ty (Kannel, et al., 1969). Whether th~s 
~s primar~ly a result of the excessive intake of particular nutr~ents, 
or simply excessive storage of calories whatever the~r source ~s not 
clear. It is encourag~ng to note that we~ght loss ~s generally accompan-
~ed by improvement ~n these atherogenic tra~ts. 
Obese persons are at decidedly increased risk of CHD, whether degree of 
ad~pos~ty ~s assessed by skinfold thickness or relative weight (Kannel, 
et. al., 1969). Much but not all, of this excess risk is attr~butable 
to the atherogenic tra~ts which accompany obeslty. 
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There is concern that ~n be~ng transformed by technolog~cal "progress" 
from a phys~cally active to a sedentary creature, man has incurred an 
~ncreased vulnerabil~ty to lethal coronary attacks (Morris, et. al., 
1953; Kahn, H.A., 1963; Taylor, et. al., 1962; Kannel, W.B. 1970). 
In Farmingham sedentary men had a coronary incidence almost twice that 
of those more active. There was a suggestion that sudden death rates 
in part~cular were excessive ~n the sedentary. This association can not 
be attr~buted to atherogenic traits wh~ch may be more common in sedentary 
persons; ne~ther associated hypertension, hypercholesterolem~a nor 
obesity can ent~rely explain their ~ncreased coronary vulnerability 
(Kannel, et. a., 1971). 
J.N. Morris (1953) has shown that certain occupational groups whose 
job requires moderate physical act~v~ty through m~ddle age, i.e. bus 
conductors and postmen, have a lower mortal~ty from CHD and are more apt 
to survive their f~rst coronary closure than sedentary occupational 
groups such as bus dr~vers and telephone operators. Further more, Keys 
and his collaborators (1955, 1956) have shown that in Sweden, South 
Afr~ca, and other countries the men who hold active jobs and, therefore, 
expend a larger amount of energy are character~zed by lower serum 
cholesterol concentrations than their sedentary contemporaries. 
The acute effects of mild exercise have been studied and it has been 
demonstrated that grade walk~ng on the motor dr~ven treadm~ll prevents 
the small but s~gn~f~cant rise in serum cholesterol concentration 
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that follows al1mentary cholesterol 10ad1ng. 
Keys and h1S associates (1956) have pointed out that men perform1ng heavy 
industr1al work in Sweden, South Afr1ca, and the United States tend to 
payoff the energy required by physical activity with foodstuffs that are 
largely carbohydrate, i.e. bread, potatoes, and other staples, such as 
beans. Th1S results in a lower percentage of total calor1es accounted for 
by fats 1n the d1et of heavy workers than in the diet of sedentary 
1nd1v1duals 1n the same area. However, a phys1cally act1ve job may not 
always result 1n a low serum cholesterol and this was 111ustrated by some 
prel1m1nary results that Taylor and his assoc1ates (1957) obtained on 
railroad clerks and sWltchmen. Here there appeared to be little or no 
d1fference 10 serum cholesterol concentration between the physically active 
sWltchmen and the sedentary clerks. Forty-seven clerks between the ages of 
40 and 49 years had a mean serum cholesterol concentration of 229.6 = 6.7 mg. 
per 100ml. of serum, and 51 sW1tchmen showed 22B.7 + 5.7 mg. per 100 ml. of 
serum. 
2.3.3. SMOKING AND C.H.D. 
Every year a great deal 1S written about the harmful effects of tobacco 
smoking, a problem of great concern to the medical profession, publlC 
health and other interested bodies all over the world. Their concern has 
a un1fY1ng focal pOlntj reduced smoking would reduce the 1ncidence of 
certa1n d1seases 1n indlv1duals, and generally improve the health of the 
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the population (World Health Organisation, 1979). 
The c1garette hab1t 1S one wh1ch has almost universely been accepted 
as pernicious (T.H.C.S., 1971). R1Sk of coronary attacks increases in 
proportion to the number of cigarettes smoked each day. Since those who 
gave up the hab1t had a dist1nctly lowered r1sk, there seems some basis 
for recommending abstinence, particularly in hIghly vulnerable persons. 
There is great potent1al benef1t 1n so d01ng no matter how long the habit 
has been indulged 1n since the effect appears to be transient, non-cumulative 
and reversible (Kannel, et. al., 1967). 
In the British doctors study (Doll and Peto, 1976) it was found (Table 2-7) 
, 
that lung cancer was responsIble for 19 per cent of the excess mortal1ty 
1n smokers; by contrast, all cardiovascular dIseases accounted for 52 per 
cent of the excess, 31 per cent aris1ng from CHD. The last report of the 
Royal College of Phys1cians 1n 1971 summarized the evidence for the greater 
risk of dying from CHD 1n cigarette smokers compared with non-smokers and 
those who had smoked pipes and cigars: "the greater the amount smoked, the 
greater the risk". RelatIve to non-smokers the risk for all smokers of 
dY1ng from CHD 1S increased by about 1\ t1mes to 2\ times, and for heavy 
smokers up to 3\ times (U.S. Dept. of Health, 1971). 
These f1nd1ngs have been confirmed by further stud1es. In a large group 
of Brit1sh CIvil Servants the death rate from CHD was much higher 1n 
smokers than non-smokers, being increased by 64% in those smoklng fewer 
than 20 cigarettes daily and by 75~~ in those smoking more than this 
(Reid, et. al., 1976). In the Brit1sh doctors study (Doll and Peto, 1976) 
--
the heavy smokers had a much higher rlsk of fatal attack than non-
smokers, especially those under the age of 45 where the relative risk 
was 15 times greater. This risk was considerably less over the age of 
65 and lt is suggested that this might in part be due to progressive 
ellmination of those who are particularly susceptible to the effects of 
smoking. In an area of the United States where black men were much less 
likely than whlte men to develop, or die from CHD, the incidence of this 
among the blacks was three tlmes greater in smokers than in non-smokers 
(Hames, 1971). A 1.7 fold increase of CHD mortallty was noted amongst 
cigarette smokers compared wlth non-smokers in a ten year follow up of men 
in Flnland. It was estimated that 1,700 excess deaths from CHD occurred 
each year from clgarette smoklng (U.S. Dept. of Health, 1973). A five-
year follow-up study of over a quarter of a million men and women ln Japan, 
where the death rate from CHD is much lower than in the U.K. showed that 
cigarette smokers of either sex had about 50 per cent greater risk of 
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death from CHD than non-smokers (Hlrayama, 1972). One report showed little 
or no connectl0n between CHD and smoking ln several countries where there 
was generally a low lncldence of CHD (Keys, 1970), perhaps because of such 
favourable factors as low levels of serum cholesterol or high levels of 
physlcal actlvity. Similarly the smoking effect seems to be slight among 
those Brltlsh Civil Servants with low levels of other risk factors (Reid,1976). 
In England and Wales the mortallty from CHD for women aged 35 to 44 went up 
by more than one-third between 1958 and 1970. Durlng the same period the 
average weekly cigarette consumptl0n ln the U.K. lncreased by 35% for all 
women (and actually doubled in women aged 16 to 24) (Todd, 1972). 
-~---
Studies in Ireland, S~eden, Scotland and England have sho~ a much higher 
proportion of smokers among ~omen ~ho have had heart attacks than in the 
general population, as sho~n in Table 2-B. The increasing use of the 
contracept~ve p~ll may be another factor, since it has been found to be 
associated ~ith a greater risk of coronary attacks (Mann, et. al., 1975; 
Ollver, 1974). 
Almost universally, smok~ng is inversely correlated with both socioeconom~c 
level and level of education. The higher the occupation status the higher 
the partic~pat~on in tert~ary education, the lo~er the prevalence of 
smoking and the quantity consumed. Those ~ithout secondary educat~on smoke 
most, and everywhere cigarette smok~ng ~s associated ~ith respiratory and 
heart diseases (W.H.O., 1979). In most European countr~es more than 50% 
of adult males smoke an average of 15 cigarettes a day. For ~omen ~o 
smoke, the consumpt~on varies bet~een 10 and 50 a day, be~ng over 30 in 
many countries. Adult male smoking is sho~ing a down~ard trend, ~hile 
smok~ng by teenagers and women is increas~ng. It is perhaps s~gnif~cant 
that female death rates from lung cancer and coronary heart disease are also 
r~sing. On the other hand, stat~st~cs regarding smok~ng ~n Asian countries 
are many and varied; ~n general they show that not less than 40~~ of males 
smoke, ~ith the participation rate nS1ng to 70~~ or over 1n Japan, some 
parts of India, and the Ph1lippines. For women smokers, the f1gure rarely 
exceeds 30~~. Statisbcs for Africa do not cover the ~ole of the continent, 
but it would seem that the total amount smoked is very much less. Lo~ per 
capita income and other economic factors may be contributing to this 
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situat10n, but the figures may rise with incomes 1n the future. The 
general picture is that the prevalence of smoking 1S higher in men than 
in women, and higher in urban than rural areas (W.H.O., 1979). 
Extensive surveys in e1ght Latin Amer1can c1t1es resulted in figures 
shonng that 45~~ of the men interviewed were smokers, and l8~~ of the 
women. Occupat10nal and educational differences were in accord with the 
p01nts made earlier: that hlgher occupatlonal status and higher levels 
of education were associated with less smoking. In North America and 
Oceania it is rare to find less than 40% of regular smokers among males, 
whlle female smokers rarely exceed 30% (W.H.O., 1979). 
Smoking 1S a habit enjoyed by many but is inessential for enJoyment of life 
and causes vast numbers of premature deaths and much chronlc ill-health. 
Efforts to reduce these untoward effects can be made in two main ways: 
(1) dlscouraging childrem from the beginning to smoke and encouraging 
smokers to stop; and (2) making smoking less dangerous for those who 
contlnue. 
Stopping smoking reduces the excess risk of CHO and after about 10 years 
of abstinence the risk approximates to that of non-smokers (Friberg, et.al., 
1973; Hammond and Garfinkel, 1969; I.S.C.H.O.R., 1970; Kahn, 1966). 
In only one smaller investigation was it reported that ex-smokers can 
rapidly revert to thlS same lower risk (Kannel, et. al., 1968). 
-, 
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The strong statistical assocIation between smoking and heart disease 
is undIsputed. It has however been suggested that this association was 
due not to cause and effect but the presence in the populatIon of people 
who inherit a constItutIonal predisposition both to heart disease and to 
smoking cigarettes (FrIberg, et. al., 1973). The observations on twenty 
cases were not statistically sIgnificant. Hence, the association between 
smokIng and heart disease is largely one of cause and effect. This is 
supported by ItS strength and consistency, its independence of the other 
rIsk factors, its enhancement in those smokers who inhale, and by the 
progressIve lessening of rIsk in those who give up, particularly as shown 
by the experience of BritIsh doctors. The causal Interpretation is 
further supported by the known injurious effects of nicotIne and carbon 
monoxIde on arteries and heart muscle in anImals. 
2.3.ti. Heat, HumIdIty and Heart Disease 
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SignIfIcant advances in the medIcal SCIences during the past two decades 
have greatly Improved the management of many diseases including those of the 
heart. However, study of the Influence of climate on disease has been 
neglected, to a certain extent. Indeed, physicians were probably more 
concerned about clImatic factors in disease 30 years ago than they are today. 
Although there is considerable interest and emphasis on environmental 
pollution, weather and clImate are much more serious environmental factors 
that impair the health of man. 
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Everyone is well aware of the great increase In Incidence of acute 
respiratory diseases durlng the wlnter and in assoclatlon wlth cold waves. 
Not only are there morbidlty and mortality from the infections alone, but 
respiratory infections particularly InJure and kill hundreds of thousands 
of people of all ages with chronic illness, especially old people and those 
wlth heart disease. The same increase in morbldlty and mortallty of patients 
with chronic illness that IS seen durlng cold weather also occurs during 
the summer for almost the entire USA. Deaths from cardiac dlseases literally 
soar durlng heat waves, l.e., sudden onset of hot and humid weather, 
particularly among old people. Each year, many people die from excessive 
heat, particularly during heat waves when acclimatlzation has not had time 
to develop, Although heat exhaustion and heat stroke themselves account for 
deaths, it is the effect of heat on patients wlth cardiovascular and other 
diseases that is responsible for the greatest morbldity and mortallty. 
The Importance of the stresses of hot, humid weather and cllmate and 
worklng environments is eVldent when it is reallzed that vast areas of the 
world and 75 per cent of the United States is hot and humld durlng the 
summer. 
Because of the prlmary role of the cardiovascular system in thermal 
homeostasis, thlS vital system, when dlseased, is very vulnerable to injury 
from extreme climatlc conditions. Thus, death from myocardial infarction 
Increases in the summer months in sub-tropical clties. Knowledge of the 
role of the cardiovascular system in the regulation of heat in normal and 
dlseased man IS essentlal for the proper appreclation and management of 
patlents wlth cardlovascular dlsease In hot and humld envlronments. 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
For man to mainta1n a constant body heat with the body "thermostat", 
located in the midbrain, set at essentially 98.60F (37 0 C), heat loss must 
equal heat product1on. When man's environment is comfortable or neutral, 
body temperature 1S regulated by varying dermal blood flow at rates 
necessary to ma1nta1n the des1rable rate of heat loss. The pumping force 
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for dermal flow 1S of course, the heart. Both circulating blood and direct 
conduct1on through body t1ssues br1ng necessary amounts of heat to the skin 
surface, where it is lost to the environment. When the env1ronmental 
temperature 1S neutral, i.e. when an adequate thermal gradient eX1sts, 
heat loss at the sk1n surface occurs prlmarily by convection and radiation, 
with some by conduct1on. Additional small amounts of heat are lost via 
the respiratory tract, evaporation of water by· insensible loss from the skin, 
and through the urine and faeces. 
The above mechanisms for heat regulation remain operative as long as the 
ambient temperature perm1ts an adequate thermal grad1ent, in which the 
temperature of the Sk1n exceeds that of the env1ronment and as long as the 
metabolic product1on of heat by the body does not establish too great a 
thermal load. If the thermal gradient between the body and the environment 
becomes too little, or is actually reversed so that the temperature of 
the environment exceeds that of the body, then heat loss by convection 
and rad1at1on, and even conduction, becomes inadequate or even ceases, 
and body heat must be lost by evaporation of sweat from the skin surface. 
When heat production of the body exceeds that which can be lost by 
conduction, convection and rad1ation at the skin surface, sweat1ng 
becomes the slgnificant means of heat loss. If evaporative heat loss is 
impa1red or cannot occur because the environment is hum1d, body 
temperature will rise. For heat loss to occur by evaporation, saturation 
of the surrounding atmosphere with water (relative humidlty) must be less 
than 100%. The lower the relatlve humldity, the more rapld can 
evaporatlon be, and in turn the more rapldly lS heat lost. Thus, relative 
humidity is extremely important in thermal regulation in man. 
The responslbility for transporting large quantities of heat from central 
areas of the body, where lt is mainly produced, to the surface of the body, 
where lt is malnly lost, rests primarily with the cardiovascular system. 
Wlth large lncreases in thermal load, either of internal origln, as wlth 
physlcal exertlon, or with lncreases in environmental temperature, the 
cardiac output must increase manifold and the peripheral vessels of the 
skln must dllate widely. The heart pumps large quantlties of warm blood 
to the dilated vessels of the skln, where the excess heat is lost by 
radiatlon, convection, evaporatlon of water, and even by conduction. The 
vessels of the skin often dilate so much that the skin literally becomes 
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a large A-V shunt wlth a marked decrease ln peripheral resistance. The 
pulse pressure widens, tachycardia and an increase in stroke volume develop, 
and systemic venous pressure increases. The card lac pump works harder and 
faster ln an effort to brlng adequate quantities of blood to the skin surface 
to ensure an adequate amount of heat loss. Therefore, the stroke volume, 
work, power and tension developed by the myocardlum increase markedly. 
Blood is shunted to the skin away from the internal organs, e.g., the 
kidneys and, if the thermal stress is great, blood is even shunted away 
from the central nervous system (eNS) and/or warm or hot blood reaches 
the eNS. These alterations may produce physical and neurologlcal symptoms. 
Unfortunately, when the temperature of the envlronmentexceeds body 
temperature, not only is heat absorbed from the environment by the body, 
but the increased dermal flow defeats its purpose by favourlng an lncrease 
ln rate of absorptlon rather than loss of heat from the atmosphere and 
environment. 
If excess~ve sodium, chloride and other electrolytes and water are lost 
by rapld rates of sweating, heat cramps may result. If marked peripheral 
dilatation develops secondary to extreme heat, loss of vasomotor control 
may occur, producing vascular poollng. Systemic arterial hypotension, 
tachycardla, heat stroke, and shock follow. The milder clinical state 
is heat exhaustion, whereas heat stroke, the potentially fatal state, 
occurs when the thermoregulatory mechanisms fall and the body gains heat 
o 0 0 0 so that high levels of fever occur (106 - 110 F or 41 - 43 C). The 
body temperature rises rapidly and widespread cellular damage follows 
(Sohal, et. al., 1968). Central nervous system damage is partlcularly 
Important. 
The process of acclimatization is important ln adaptlng to a hot and humld 
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environment. Acclimatization may be defined as the sum of all physiological 
alterations that develop to ensure thermal balance in an organism exposed to 
stressful environmental conditions. In man, exposed to a hot and humld 
environment, the process takes several days to several weeks. Indeed, man 
cannot accllmatlze to very high levels of environmental heat and humidity. 
Bass (1963) has discussed accllmatization to heat in a man undertaking 
physlcal work. The effects produced by heat during work are much more 
pronounced than those in the sedentary indlvldual. Physical work lmposes 
an additional metabolic heat load. It therefore enhances the rise in body 
temperature and rate of sweating, producing a correspondlngly greater 
initlal displacement of the thermoregulatory equilibrium and larger 
adaptive responses. Bass descrlbes an unaccllmatized individual asked to 
walk at 3~ miles per hour for 1 hour at 490 C. The subject first experiences 
severe discomfort, then dizziness, and even collapse, accompanied 
by high deep body and skin temperatures, very rapid pulse, and an 
inadequate secretion of concentrated sweat. If the walk is repeated 
every day, limlted as necessary to what is wlthln the capability of the 
indlvidual, dramatic lmprovement ln the performance of the task takes 
place wlthin a few days. Subjective discomfort lessens, body temperature 
and heart rate fall, and sweat becomes greater in volume and less 
concentrated; this is a classical plcture of accllmatlzation to heat. 
Patlents with heart dlsease have difficulty with thermal regulation, 
because when an attenpt is made by the heart to increase cardiac output 
necessary for thermal regulation, the heart "falls" to provide It. Cardiac 
output ln such patients is relatively flxed at low maximal levels, at 
least for substantial periods of tlme. Furthermore, patlents with 
congestive heart failure have a "tight" penpheral clrculation, so that 
lncrease ln dermal flow lS limited. And to make matters worse, the ability 
to sweat lS reduced in patients nth heart failure (Burch, 1946). 
\~hen environmental temperature nses, the additlonal burden placed on the 
cardlovascular system may result in symptoms, even in normal individuals. 
The demand for an increase in cardiac output and in work and power1output 
of the heart can cause decompensatlon ln a pat lent with borderline 
congestive heart failure. Thus, at neutral or comfortable temperatures, 
the normal subject and the patient with a diseased heart may have the same 
volume, output, work,and power at rest. In a hot and humid envlronment 
the re may be J thermal regulatory demands for a cardlac output of 20 to 30 L per 
minute for any sustained period of time, however, the diseased heart 
IIllll "fall" IIIhen it attempts to fulflll these demands. In addltion, If 
cardiac dilatation occurs as a result of decompens~tlon, thus compoundlng 
the problem, myocardial tension 111111 increase throughout systole and the 
blg heart lIIill lIIork at a disadvantage (Burch, 1955). The amount of lIIork 
performed by the heart may decrease as lIIell as the myocardial efficlency 
(external lIIork/physlological or metabolical lIIork). If the peripheral 
(dermal) arterial, capillary, A-V shunt and venous system are "tight", 
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the normal increase in dermal flolll necessary to dissipate heat by conduction, 
convection, and radiation is impaired. Heat loss by evaporatlon of sllleat 
IS Impalred because of the difficulty in Sllleat regulation common to patients 
w1th heart failure (Burch, 1946). If the air 1S also humid, heat loss by 
vaporizat1on of lIIater is further reduced. 
Needless to say, a patient lIIith any type of heart disease, includlng 
coronary artery disease, and myocardial ischaemla 1II1th angina pectoris 
and/or myocardial Infarct10n including Ischaem1c cardiomyopathy (Ansai, 
et. al., 1969), lIIill be made lIIorse by a hot and humld environment. 
Therefore it lIIas not surprising to flnd that 65% of patlents lIIith compensated 
congested heart failure developed overt congest1ve failure lIIhen placed In 
a hot, humld environment (Ansari and Burch, 1969). It makes llttle sense 
to place the patient IIIlth cardiovascular disease at complete bed rest and 
to regulate meticulously the dletary sodium Intake, diuretlc therapy, and 
d1gltallzat1on lIIhile ignoring climatic stress. 
2.4. Psychosoc1al factors 
More attent10n should be devoted to the importance of psycnsocial 
factors in the et1ology of coronary heart d1sease. Groen and his co-
workers (1964) formulated the hypothes1s that the reason why myocard1al 
infarct10n is more frequent among young and m1ddle-aged males 1n the 
Western than in the Eastern countries was related to psychosocial factors. 
As such they have p01nted to 1nterpersonal conflicts about dom1nance _ 
subm1ssion 1n the fam1ly and work sltuat1on, which are not acted out in 
words or act1ons, but are 1nh1b1ted by exceSS1ve self-control. They have 
postulated that these factors affact men more than women and that th1S 1S 
why the disease is more frequent among Western males than females. They 
have descr1bed the psychosoc1al setting 1n Wh1Ch coronary heart d1sease 
is apt to occur, with spec1al attention to the risk for the Western male. 
from this descr1pt1on I quote: 
"In the p1cture of the hard-work1ng, independent, self-controlled male 
who 1S competing w1th the others, while striving for h1S wife and ch1ldren, 
one recognises the image of the mascul1ne ideal in twentieth-century 
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Western society: a v1gorous, energetic, compet1t1ve, fearless and enterprising 
self-relying man, who by his behaviour tr1es to be both served and 
respected 1n his family and by h1S fellow men. In modern Western culture 
climb1ng on the soc1al scale and progressive 1mprovement 1n financial position 
has become a must for the man who wants to ma1nta1n the appreciat10n of h1S 
fellow men, the adm1ration of h1S w1fe as well as h1S own self-esteem. 
However, 1n th1S cont1nuous struggle and hard work, in which the w1fe 1S 
often dr1v1ng h1m, and 1n which friends and even relat1ves are at the 
same t1me rivals and compet1tors, a man may meet fa1lure as well as 
success. Thus, 1f he fails to be successful 1t means that he loses not only 
,-
self-respect but also support, security and often love, both in the sub-
group of his peers (relatlves, colleagues co-workers) and in his own famlly. 
There is another danger for this in the peculiar structure of the modern 
Western family; many Western males still tend to a domlnating behaviour and 
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an intolerance of independent behavlour in thelr wives and chlldren; they 
believe in a family image in whlCh the husband and father is the respected, 
partly beloved, partly feared authorlty, as was the accepted rule in nineteenth-
century Western society". 
"But the development of twentieth-century Western culture has brought the 
emancipation of wlfe and chlldren; domlnant behaviour by the husband and 
father is now socially less and less accepted. No longer inhibited by 
tradition and upbringlng to dlsobey or contradict her husband, many modern 
Wlves in Western cultures even criticize him in the presence of others and 
deal independently with their own work and flnancial affalrs. In the past 
a Western husband would have told off his wife or even beaten her, when she 
dared to challenge his authorlty, but these aggressive outlets are now 
forbidden by social laws and the Western male's own "gentlemanly self-
esteem". In then interviews with the wives of their coronary patients, 
Groen and his collaborators noted that they were practically unaware of the 
fact that thelr unsubmissive behaviour was irritating and even frustrating 
to their husbands; it did not seem to occur to them to display the submissive 
affectionate behaviour ln words or caresses, for whlch these husbands were 
inwardly craving, because they never showed it to them. Up untll the 
nineteenth century very few Western women dared to refuse their husband 
intercourse when he wanted It. But at present this is not at all rare. 
The modern Western wlfe may demonstrate her emancipation also in the way 
she behaves, and expects her husband to behave as an equal sex partner 
which he is often unable to accept. If this results 1n early 1mpotence It 
may become an added source of frustrat10n to h1m. 
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"Slmllar changes have occurred in the attitude and behaviour of modern 
Western ch1ldren and adolescents, who no longer subm1t to parental 
authority, but go their own ways, leaving the parental home as lt pleases 
them and often marrying W1thout parental advice or consent, although they 
expect to be supported f1nanclally by their father, often for many years 
into adult age". The position of the husband and father 1n the twent1eth-
century Western culture has thus changed considerably. To provide an 
acceptable level of llving for hlS family, he has to work hard. When he 
fails he loses h1S authorlty ln the fam1ly. But even when he provides well, 
he lS often poorly rewarded with affecbon by the family. He is supposed 
to make the money; when he works hard for It, he is often too little at home 
to give h1S family personal affection and protection and they in turn do 
not give lt to h1m. Often he is lonely in h1S own family, deprlved of 
love and support and dlsregarded by hls wife and chlldren in matters of 
importance. When he becomes older and his sexual potency decllnes, th1s 
may add to the feelings of frustratlon. 
Groen and hlS co-workers (1965) have tested the above hypothes1s by 
ep1dem1ological studies. The hypothesis was supported in several respects 
by a statistical work-up of the results of a psychosocial questionnaire 
WhlCh was built into a prevalence and an autopsy study. A lot of work in 
this field remalns to be done and should be done urgently in Vlew of the 
serl0usness of this, the most dangerous and long-lasting epidemic the 
Western world has ever known. 
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Table2_7 Excess death rales (age-s13ndardl~d) In male smol..ers atlrlbulable 10 
vanous C31Hes. Cardiovascular deaths account for InClrC Ih1" hair of the c\.('cs" (10) 
Cauu 
Lung cancer 
Chronic bronchitis and emphysema 
Coronary heart disease 
Other cardiovascular diseases, mdudmg stroke 
Other dlsea~es 
TOTAL 
Euess DeQths per 100000 
Smo}..ers per}' ear 
94 (19%) 
47(10\;) 
152 (31%) 
100 (21:l) 
92 (19'1') 
4S5 (100%) 
FROM OOLL & PETO.1976 
Tahlc2_8 !'crccnlage of women V..[Jl myocardial mrarcllOn who ""ere ~moker' 
compared "1Ih general populatIOn 
PcrCCllfOXC Smokers 
Myocardlol General 
Author No Age InfarctlOll PopulatlOIl 
\tulcahy Cl al. 100 under 12 45 6 
1967 (29) 60 
13cnstsson. 46 under 80 38 
1973 (6) 57 
O!t\cr 81 under 88 49 
1974 (30) 45 
Tunstall Pedoc 55 under 75 
et 01,1974 (34) 55 
Mann el aI, 63 under 76 53 
1975 (24) 45 
FROM OLlVER. 1974 & MANN 1975 
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3. EXPERIMENTATION AND INSTRUMENTATION 
The purpose behind the experimentatlon was to determlne the effects of 
vibratIon, heat and the combinatlon of the two stresses on professlonal 
truck-drivers and non-professional normal helathy volunteers. It was 
assumed that the results of the study might lead to regulatlons or 
recommendations regardlng the need for control of the above stresses In 
trucks, passenger cars, or any other occupation that lnvolves these two 
stresses, especially If these stressors were found to affect the cardIo-
vascular system by lnducing symptoms of dlsease. All ethIcal and safety 
aspects were considered and the volunteers were aware of their right to stop 
partlcipatlng ln any of the experiments at any tlme. 
Three dIfferent experIments were deslgned In order to cover the study of 
the effects of vlbratlon, the effects of heat, and the effects of the 
combined stresses. DetaIled descrlptlon of these appear below. It 
lncludes a study of the subjects, thelr selectlon and the ethlcal aspects 
involved, the equlpment used, and the procedures followed. 
3.1 Experlment No. 1 A Study of the Effects of Vlbratlon 
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Human experlmentatlon using vlbratlng machlnes can be hazardous on two accounts. 
Flrst, such experlmentatlon may, In common with research on other fields, 
carry the rlsk of damage to a subject resultlng from accldental mlsuse or 
malfunctlon of the vlbratlon machlne or other equlpment, or of some unrelated 
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acc~dent, such as a fall, wh~ch can happen in any laboratory. These are 
examples of extraneous risk. Second, the exper~ment may be hazardous 
because of the quality or the intensity of vibrat10n applied to the sWJect 
or because of some elect~ve procedure carried out ~n the course of the 
experIment (lntrjnsIc risk). EthIcal consideratIons apart, intr~nsIc 
rIsk, unlike extraneous r1sk, 1S not as a rule generally 1hsurable. These 
categories of risk in human experimentat1on, and the means to guard against 
them, were considered in detail during the course of the InvestigatIon. 
The purpose of this experIment was to measure the effects of vibrat10n as 
a sIngle environmental stress on the phys1ological and b~ochem1cal status of 
man with spec~al emphasis on changes In the card~ovascular system. 
3.1.1. Exper~mental DesIgn 
Vibrat~on ~s an env~ronmental hazard, and ergonomIC scient~sts have long 
been aware of the dangers and have been looking for ways of reducing the 
severIty of the v~brat~ng working env~ronment. The Internat~onal Standards 
Organizat~on (I.S.O.) has attempted to def~ne what constitutes an acceptable 
working environment, and has ~ssued appropriate ~nternational standards 
(1972). Th~s standard resulted from many years of work, and establIshed the 
relat~ve 1mportance of four aspects of v~bration: frequency, amplitude and 
d~rectIon of v~bration, and duratIon of exposure (Figs 3-1 and 3-2). 
At a g~ven severIty of vIbration, in the vertical (az) mode measured by the 
accelerat~ons or 'G' forces actIng on the body, signIf~cantly shorter 
per~ods can be endured as one approaches the range 4 - 8 Hz (cycles per 
second). The 1.5.0. standard recommended three lim~ts to vertical 
vIbratIon: the fatigue decreased proflc~ency boundary, wh~ch should not be 
exceeded where the operator has moderately demanding operational and 
maIntenance tasks (typical of the work of truck and tractor drivers), 
the second limit was the safe exposure boundary which cannot be exceeded 
without risk to the operators, and the third limit was the reduced comfort 
boundary at which travel occupations such as reading, writing and eating 
are possible without disturbance. 
Three InitIal considerations governed the selection and design of the 
experlmental conditIons: (1) Safety of the subjects; (2) SinusoIdal 
vibratIon to be restricted to the 4 Hz frequency at the force level that 
could be forseen for road vehicles; (3) correlatIon between duration, 
acceleratIon and frequency 4 Hz, to be Interpreted and determined in 
conjunction with the I.S.O. proposals (1972). 
Using the above as guidelines, and restrictIng the experiment to the 
fatIgue decreased proficiency boundary (FOP) for VIbration acceleratIon in 
the vertical, az, direction, the exposure time of interest was between 
the 25 to 16 minutes range, because the sUDJects were to be exposed to 
VIbration periods of 20 minutes. The corresponding acceleration for 4 Hz 
frequency, at that duratIon of exposure, was 0.183 r.m.s. (G unit). 
The experIments were carrIed out in controlled conditIons inside a room 
withIn the medical centre, to add extra safety precautions, the VIbration 
was produced by a small motor electrically driven and attached to a proper 
suspension seat desIgned especIally to absorb unnecessary VIbrations (see 
photos 3-2) if mounted on trucks, or other articulated vehicles. 
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In addition to the above, the experimental environment comprIsed an 
Electrocardiogram (to measure changes in the heart rhythmicity), a camera 
to take infra-red photographs (to study changes in venous pattern), and a 
sphygmomanometer (to measure blood pressure). Detailed Information is 
available in parts to follow. 
3.1.2. Subjects 
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In accordance with the ethical and safety aspects of human experimentation, 
stringent conditIons preceded the selection of volunteers. Every subject 
showIng an Interest in participating had to go through a routine of medical 
health screening and cardIovascular questionnairlng. The first step, however, 
was assigning a confidential file for each volunteer (Appendix - 1) and this 
served as a form of applIcatIon. The subject was then provided with an 
Instruction sheet (Appendix - 2) which gave details as to the nature of the 
experimental work to be conducted and the volunteer's overall commitment. 
Subjects were assured that the vibration to which they will be exposed was 
within the 1.5.0. safety lImits and that there will be no partiCIpation 
wIthout theIr voluntary free and Informed consent, the sine gua non of all 
ethical human experimentatIon. The subjects were also Informed of theIr 
right to know about the experimental procedures and theIr right to withdraw 
from the experiment at any time. In addition, the subjects were assured 
that the experImenter will respect the confIdentIality of any personal 
information they may gIve and that he will take all reasonable steps to 
safeguard them from harm. The sheet also contained step by step 
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InstructIons related to the subject control programme, where a volunteer 
would follow a specified routine before taking part in any experimental 
work. This included a summary of the experimental procedure to be carried 
out once a subject was chosen for partIcipatIon in the investigatIon. 
Moreover, the subjects were asked to fill in a medical hIstory form 
(AppendIX - 3) with the help of the experImenter. This was important because 
past or present ailments were thought lIkely, on the baSIS of indications in 
the literature, to influence an individual's blood chemistry or biomechanical 
character. A particular concern was given to three different questionnaires 
supplied to volunteers with the medical history form. These were a 
questIonnaIre about smoking habits (Appendix - 4), the second was concerned 
WIth cardiovascular disease (Appendix - 5), and a third was related to dyspnea 
(Appendix - 6). 
The Idea behInd the questionnaires was to classify the volunteers and avoid 
involVIng anybody WIth cardiovascular dIsease history. The reason was a fear 
that vibration, as a form of environmental stress, could induce symptoms of 
such a dIsease, and if that was the case, then it would be more appropriate 
and safe to use normal healthy people In the research rather than patients 
whose health could be in jeopardy. 
When a subject had passed the health screen and all other questionnaires, 
he would become eliglble to volunteer to partIcipate in the experiment. 
The investigator would then adVIse him to contact his medical doctor (or 
famIly general practitIoner), before signing the form of declaration 
(Appendix - 7), and hence proceed with his participation. It would also 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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be useful for the experiment to register the name and address of the 
volunteer's doctor in cases of emergency durlng the course of the experlment, 
where abnormal or pathologlcal allments mlght come to the surface. 
After signing the declaratlon form and giving his voluntary lnformed consent, 
the subject could start his involvement almost immediately. All other steps 
will be dealt with in the dlScussion to follow. 
From a pool of 48 volunteers (drivers, students, and lecturers) inside and 
outslde Loughborough University, only 20 subjects were selected as being 
physlcally qualifled to partlcipate in the vibration experiment. One of 
them was dropped because she was the only female among the group. The rest 
participated in all experimental work and none was dropped at any tlme during 
the study. 
The subjects were of different cultural backgrounds and they represented a 
cosmopolltan entity. Their ages ranged between 16 and 44 years and the average 
age was 28.2 years (Table 3-1). 
3.1.3. Equipment 
In choosing the equipment for the experiment, a great deal of thought was 
dedlcated to th~ safety and welfare of the volunteer subjects involved. 
The seat which produced the vlbratlon was a special suspension seat thought 
to absorb most of the vibration transmitted to the body. The photographic 
equlpments were set to the hlghest standards of accuracy, diligence and 
expertise and no radiation whatsoever was inflicted on the subjects because 
,-
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only the films were infra-red sensitive. The electrocardiogram used was a 
slmple diagnostlc instrument and the electrodes were applled to the surface 
of the skin (shoulder area). The blood pressure and heart or pulse rate was 
measured by experienced nurses and doctors who drew the blood samples from 
all volunteers as well. All analyses (bl0chemlcal and haematological) 
were performed at the Derbyshire Royal Infirmary using advanced automated 
equipment with a high degree of preclsion and accuracy. This necessltated 
the use of the Vlckers M-300 multi-channel auto-analyzer and Model S Coulter 
counter. 
3.1.3.1. Vibratl0n Seat 
The low-frequency sinUSOIdal (vertical) vlbratlon was produced by a simple 
electrlcally drIven motor with a generator capable of produclng vibrations 
Up to 100 Bz at several frequency levels (see photos 3-2). The acceleration 
or amplItude of the vlbration was maintained by adjusting a peak on an 
oscilloscope screen. The levels were set in accordance WIth the I.S.O. 
proposals for FDP (Fatigue-Decreased ProfIciency boundary). The generator 
was connected to a platform, with a wooden base, on which the seat was 
mounted. 
The seat was a Bostrom Viklng 303 which demonstrated the requirements of a 
suspension seat (see photos 3-2). It featured a low-frequency suspension 
with a 100mm vertical stroke (to absorb the vibration amplitude tYPlcal of 
trucks and farm-tractors), torsIon bar sprIngs and optimum hydraullc 
damplng. The cushions were'anatomically shaped~ and the seat had a 
-----------------------
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comprehenslve range of ergonomic adjustments. 
To be comfortable a conventional 'cushion' or 'static' seat must permit 
appreciable deflectlon of its foam pad or spring base. The necessary 
characterlstics lead to a condition known as resonance, when the seat is 
vlbrated. 
Resonance occurs at, or near, the natural frequency of the seat. At the 
resonant frequency the lnput vibration is amplified by the seat so that the 
vlbratlons to the occupant are magnified. The typlcal frequency at which 
thls resonance occurs is in the range of 3 - 4 Hz (cycles per second) which 
lS close to the worst posslble range from the pOlnt of view of the drlver, 
and can be in the resonant range of the vehicle. A good suspension seat 
should have slmilar isolation properties to those of a good passenger car 
suspension. It must be designed with a low spring rate to give a low natural 
frequency. 
The Bostrom Viking 303 was designed to reduce a peak acceleration of 2.5 
2 2 
meters/sec to only 0.65 meter/sec and to reduce the vibration reaching 
the driver by up to 701; in the critical frequencies (2 - B cycles per 
second). The seat was adjusted so that people between 60 and 110 kg could 
obtaln a correct riding position. (It is generally accepted that 75% of 
the drlvers welght or 45 to 83 kg is directly applied to the seat). The 
seat cushion height was adjusted to + 30mm from the medlan position, and the 
horlzontal adjustment was + 75mm from the median pos1tion. The average 
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height from the ground to the underneath of the thighs was around (443mm) 
17 .5" to allow comfortable location relative to the controls (l.f there 
were any). 
3.1.3.2. Medical Infra-Red PhotographY 
Infra-red photographic demonstration of the superficial veins already has 
acqul.red defl.nite diagnostic value. The numerous proml.nent veins vl.sualized 
in infra-red photographs of patients with increased intra-abdominal pressure 
due to large tumours, ascites, or advanced pregnancy present an appearance 
dl. fferent from the normal superficial venous pattern, wh ich is usually 
composed of a few narrow, scattered veins. It has been found that the human 
skin acts ll.ke fog l.n l.nterfering Wl.th the penetration rays of the ordl.nary 
spectrum. Infra-red rays, however, may penetrate the skin to reveal 
structures immed .iately adjacent. Haxthausen (1933) discovered, wh lie ma king 
infra-red photographs of various sk in lesl.Ons, that the smaller and medium 
sl.Zed subcutaneous veins, wh l.ch were inv isible to the na ked eye, and in the 
ordinary whl.te light photography, appeared distinctly in infra-red photography. 
Bean (1958) photographed cutaneous manifestations of circulatory disturbances. 
Other circulatory impediments were dealt with by Zimmerman and Rattner (1935), 
and Hinshaw and Rutledge (1942). Early anatomical studl.es of vascular 
structures were made by Swindle (1935). 
Work in the fl.eld of dermatology has been both experl.mental and clinical -
to determl.ne l.nfra-red penetratl.on of the skin. The colour of human skin 
l.n health and dl.sease has been l.nvestl.gated widely (Edwards and Duntley, 1939; 
opposite p. 73 
The criteria given are the specifications of the seat used in the 
experiment. These were measured by J. Chisholm of the Bostrom Company 
who manufacture the seat. Since these criteria are those accepted 
by ISO and form the specifications for supply to H. M. Navy etc. for 
use in serious oscillatory condition, it is reasonable to say 
"generally accepted". 
Buckley and Grum, 1961 and 1964). Salthouse (1958) malntained that negro 
skln wlll reflect more infra-red radiation from the surface than whlte skin, 
and that the component which penetrates tends to be absorbed by the 
melanln-bearing layers. Gibson (1945), on the other hand, recommended that 
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a doubling of the exposure would improve lnfra-red records of very dark-
sklnned subJects; this lndlcated some absorption by the pigment, but only a 
slight one. PEnetratlon of skln partly accounted for the emphaslzed recording 
of hair stubble in shaved areas, such as on a male chest shaved to permit 
recording of venous pattern, or on the chin (Jorg, 1938). 
In thls lnvestlgation, the interest was focused on detecting any changes in 
the vascular system or velnOus pattern, that might result from the exposure 
to vlbration stress. Several photographs were taken at 5 minute lntervals, 
immedlately before and throughout the 20 minutes exposure perlod (see 
Results 4-1). 
The photographlc eqUlpment used was an F-2 Nikon 'camera Wlth an automatlc 
power-winder or'motor driv~ fitted on a trlpod adJacent to a Sunpak auto 300 
electronlc flash, a 50mm lens Wlth a 2x-tele-converter (glving a 100mm range), 
and a Kodak 35mm Ektachrome infra-red film. This false-colour reversal film, 
WhlCh had a speed rating of 100 ASA in daylight, had three lmage layers, 
one sensltlzed to green, one to red, and one to infra-red spectral 
frequencles. The frequency limit of lnfra-red sensitlvity was about 700 -
900 nm. Blue-light, WhlCh exposes all colour-sensitive layers, had to be 
excluded by the use of an approprlate filter at the lens aperture. A 
Kodak Wratten No. 12 yellow gelatin filter, which screens out wave-lengths 
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shorter than 500 nm, was used (see photos 3-1). With the camera/subJect 
dIstance of only 7 feet, It was decided to use a x 4 neutral density fIlter 
over the flash, thus adoptIng a film speed of 25 ASA. The camera was set for 
X-synchronIsation on the shutter and the following exposures were made: 
f2 - 2.B ~ 4 - 5.6 k B - 11 - 16 
wIth additional exposures at the % stops Indicated by arrow. In case of some 
imbalance of colour rendering being caused by the use of the neutral density 
filter the above exposures were repeated without the use of the fIlter over 
the flash. It should be pointed out that two stops were lost by using the 
tele-converter - the actual exposure f16 became fB with the tele converter. 
All photographs were taken in subdued light, and a standard processing method 
E-4 was used to provIde the optimum Infra-red differentiatIon. All processing 
was done in the local supplIer's laboratories In London. It was important, 
however, to process the film as soon as possible after exposure, and to store 
unexposed fIlms at (-23 to _lBoe) in the orlglnal sealed container. Another 
point that should be taken into conslderation, lS that for medical records of 
venous patterns fllms could advantageously be developed for a 30 - 50 per cent 
increase over the average time, when moderate developers are used. The 
addltIonal fog becomes negllglble, and the resultant pattern strengthened. 
3.1.3.3. Sphygmomanometer 
The blood pressure of each subJect was measured by the ausculatory method. 
An inflatable cuff attached to a mercury manometer (sphygmomanometer) was 
wrapped around the arm and a stethoscope was placed over the brachial 
artery at the elbow. The cuff was rapidly lnflated until the pressure in 
it was well above the systolic pressure in the brachial artery. The 
artery was occluded by the cuff, and no sound was heard wlth the stethoscope. 
The pressure in the cuff was then lowered slowly. At the point at which 
SystollC pressure in the artery just exceeded the cuff pressure, a spurt of 
blood passed through with each heart-beat and, synchronously Wlth each beat, 
• • 
a tapping sound was heard below the cuff; the cuff pressure at whlch the sounds 
were heard was the systolic blood pressure. As the cuff pressure was lowered 
further, the sounds became louder, then dull and muffled, and finally, in most 
lndividuals, they disappeared. Those were the sounds of Kovotkow. The 
diastollc pressure was measured at the pOlnt where the sounds became muffled. 
3.1.3.4. ElectrocardIograph 
The fluctuatIons in potential that represent the algebraIc sum of the action 
potentlals of the myocardIal fibers during a cardIac cycle were recorded on 
electrocardIograms (EeGs) produced by the Oscillograph 400 MD/2 (George 
Washington Ltd). ThIS instrument consisted of all dIagnostlc leads I, 11, 
Ill, aVR, aVL, aVF (Fig. 5-9), but only a sIngle lead I was used in the 
experIments. The bipolar electrodes were attached to the surface of the skin 
on each sIde of the clavicle or shoulder area (photos 4-1). A recording was 
taken every 5 minutes at a chart speed of 25mm/sec. However, the recording 
continued throughout the experImental perIod at a chart speed of 50mm/sec. 
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J.l.J.5. Vickers M-JOO (Fig. J - 4) 
Blood samples dra~n from the volunteers ~ere transferred ~ithin hours to 
the biochemistry laboratories in the chemical pathology department of 
Derbyshlre Royal Inflrmary for a ~lde range of clinical biochemical analyses. 
The Instrument used ~as the Vickers M-JOO, ~hich the manufacturers descrlbe 
as "a start In the direction of more senslble automated testing", 
<.. 
incorporating not only the actual analytical procedures but also the sample 
handling, reporting, and storage and retrieval of test results. The instrument 
IS baslcally 10 D - JOO units arranged in a double llne back to back, ~ith a 
serum transport and dispensing system bet~een the ro~s of unlts. Blood samples 
are collected directly In antlcoagulant treated vials, ~hich have six vertical 
rows of digits printed on labels on each face. Pressure ~ith a pen or similar 
pOlnt bends the prlnted number inward into a depression in the vial wall. 
This means that the patient identificatlon number can be entered on one vial 
face and the choice of results printed out on the other. The vials are 
centrifuged in speclal carriers. The vials are loaded into magazlnes and fed 
into the sample handling sectlon. Here the vials are monltored for correct 
filling level, satisfactory separation of plasma and cells, (if serum is to 
be used, vlal inserts holdlng 2.5 ml are provided), and freedom from hemolysis 
and turbidity. Any vials that are not satisfactory are automatically 
rejected and held for further treatment if Indlcated. Accepted vials proceed 
to a prlmary transfer diluter, where a predetermined amount of plasma IS 
~lthdrawn, and transferred ~ith dilutent to a sample container in the 
transport system. As these containers move along the transport, the analyzer 
units take out the preset volumes for the tests programmed on each unlt. 
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Immediately prlor to entry of the vial into the transport system, the data 
coded by depression of the digits on its faces lS read by an optlcal reader 
and transferred to the process controller unit, which lncludes a small 
computer. As the test results are produced by the analyzer unlts they are 
transmitted to the process controller, matched up with the correct patient 
ldentiflcatIon number, and fed to the prlnter. The results are then printed 
on special forms (Appendix - g). The capacity of the system is prodigious: 
up to 300 samples per hour with up to 16 determlnations per sample (Na, K, 
CL, HC03 , urea, creatinine, glucose, Ca, P04 , T-protein, albumin, globulin, 
billrubin, cholesterol, urate, alk.-phosphatase). 
3.1.3.6. Coulter Counter (Fig. 3-5). 
Blood samples for haematological analyses were also transferred to the hospital 
and a Coulter counter Model S was used. This incorporated complex electronics 
and automatic dllution systems, which accept whole blood and in 20 seconds 
produce a seven-parameter prlnted result (WBC, RBC, Hb, PCV, MCV, MCH and 
MCHC). The Coulter principle lS based on an electric path of small dlmensions 
which lS modulated by the momentary passage of each cell passlng through an 
oriflce one by one. Cells suspended In an electrolyte are made to pass through 
a small aperture producing a pulse dIrectly proportional to its volume. 
Each pulse whlch reaches or exceeds a preset threshold level will be counted. 
In the Model S both the red and whlte cells are counted in triplIcate and the 
count automatically averaged. If one of the trlplicate counts falls outside 
preset Ilmlts it IS discarded and the result lS taken as an average of the 
remainlng two. If two of the counts dIsagree the count is stopped and no 
results are recorded. 
For the differential leucocyte (WBC) count, a smear or film of blood was 
prepared and stalned. The absolute number of the leucocyte types 
(neutrophils, eosinophils, basophlls, lymphocytes, monocytes) was 
calculated from the results of the total white cell count and differential 
count (see Appendlx - 10). 
3.1.4. Procedure 
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On arrlval to the experimentation room, the subject had his height and weight 
measured (Appendlx - 8) and was reminded of the experlmental details. His 
pulse rate and blood pressure were recorded in the standing and lying 
posltions (Appendix - 8), using a sphygmomanometer, and a stethoscope. 
Soon after a 25 ml blood sample was drawn by venipuncture Immediately before 
exposure to vibration. The sample was then divided into three allquots, 
two 10 ml for the biochemlcal analyses, and one 5 ml for the blood count. 
Two electrodes were then attached to the surface of the subjects skln on 
opposite sldes of the shoulder area. The subject sat on the vlbration seat 
and the ECG leads were then connected and traces of the ECG were already In 
operation. The subject sat relaxed without an arm rest and he was asked by 
the experimenter to look forward and face the camera which will take a snap 
shot of hlm whlle being vibrated, at 5 minute intervals for the whole 20 
mlnutes exposure period, excludlng the flrst photo which will be taken at 0 
time. At the same time an ECG will be taken, using lead 11, every 5 mInutes 
(l.e. cOlncldlng with the tlme of each photograph). 
All photographs were taken at subdued Ilght uSlng an electronIc flash. 
The vibratIon seat was set at the following vibratIon characterIstIcs: 
Frequency 4 Hz 
Acceleration or amplItude 0.183 m/s2 
Duration 20 mInutes 
o 
and the room temperature was 20 C. 
(~ unIts) 
rlm.s. 
ImmedIately after exposure, the subject had his blood pressure and pulse 
rate measured In both standing and lying positions, and a second 25 ml 
blood sample was taken and divided as before. Then the volunteer was asked 
to express his own opinion and/or feelIngs on a sheet of paper, as to his 
sUbjectIve reactions to the VIbratIon exposure. At thIS stage, the 
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Involvement of the subject in thIS experIment was over, but his next appoint-
ment was for experiment No. 2 (exposure to heat). It seemed appropriate 
and SCIentifIcally feasable to use the same subjects fo~ the three different 
experiments. ThIS allowed a greater degree of control and relIable 
comparISons were possible. 
3.2. ExperIment No. 2: A Study of the Effects of Heat 
The purpose of this experiment was to extend the observations on the 
effect of environmental stresses on the cardiovascular system, and in 
partIcular the heat stress: It was essential to study the effects of this 
environmental factor before any conclusions could be drawn as to the effects 
of combIned heat and vibration stressors (ExperIment No. 3). Once again, 
the safety of the subject took priority and the levels of heat exposure were 
within the acceptable range. 
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3.2.1. Experimental Deslgn 
WIthIn the same experimental boundaries of the previous study, this 
experlment comprised the subject sItting on the same seat but WIth two 
important condItions Introduced. Firstly, cessation of all vibration, and 
secondly, inclusion of heat by the use of three electric heaters In addition 
to the main central heating. ThIS gave a relatIvely constant temperature of 
o (G.").) 
about 35 C~ In the case of any lncrease in temperature above the 350 C limit, 
the experimenter switched off one of the heaters and then maintained the 
temperature at the reqUIred level. 
3.2.2. Subjects 
The same number of volunteers particlpated in thls experiment. They were 
exposed to 20 mlnutes of hot temperature and the same routlne followed in 
experiment No. 1 with respect to the subjects, was applied In this experiment. 
3.2.3. Eguipment 
As mentloned before, the only extra equipment involved In this experlment 
were three electric heaters. The same equipment of experiment No. 1 was 
used throughout wlth no exception. 
3.2.4. Procedure 
Identical procedure to experIment No. 1 was applied here and the subjects were 
more acqualnted wlth the steps, havlng done it once before. 
Insert opposite p. 81 
In a previous study. Abu-Lisan 1977. the effects of exposure to different 
vibration frequencies were studied and 4 Hz sinusoidal wave form were 
found to cause greatest discomfort for smallest amplitude of movement. 
As a point of safety the amplitude and frequency were chosen to 
conform to the limits proposed by ISO. 
---- ~-------~---
---
> ' 
- , 1 -
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3.3. Experiment No. 3: A Study of the Effects of Heat and Vibrat10n Combined -" I 
, 
The purpose of this study ~as to check ~hether t~o stresses act1ng 1n 
comb1nation ~ould produce an additive response that ~ould harm the cardio-
vascular system, Slnce most occupations 1nvolve exposure to more than one 
single stress. With the help of results from experiment No. 1 and experiment 
No. 2, it seemed reasonable to assume that a working correlat1on could be most 
fruitful in deciding ~ether these t~o stressors are affecting different 
mechan1sms or the same mechanism antagonistically or synergistically. 
3.3.1. Experimental Design 
In conjunction ~lth experiments No. land 2 the same organ1zation and 
d1scIplIne were follo~ed in this experiment. The only difference ~as the 
interaction of both heat and vIbration together. The subject ~as exposed 
to vIbration 1n the presence of the electr1C heaters and hence in a hot 
environment. This sImulated a drIver sitting relaxed in a truck seat and 
driving under hot conditIons. Exposure time ~as 20 minutes. 
3.3.2. Subjects 
for the thIrd and final tIme all subjects completed theIr part1c1pation in 
the experiment and the same data and parameters ~ere measured. Blood samples 
and subjectIve comments ~Ith infra-red photos at 5 minute intervals and ECGs 
~ere taken exactly as in the previous experIments. 
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3.3.3. Equlpment 
The equlpment used ln experiment No. 2 was used agaln in this study with the 
additl0n of vobration stress. For details refer to experiment No. 1. 
3.3.4. Procedure 
Subjects were exposed to 20 minutes to both heat and vibratl0n stressors. 
However, their physiological and biochemical measurements were taken before 
and after exposure. The characteristics of the vibration were the same as 
in experiment No. 1, and the characteristlcs of the heat stress were 
exactly as ln experlment No. 2. 
- -'" 
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TABLE 3-1 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SUBJECTS 
SUBJ AGE,YR HT, CI!I WT, k9 BSA,li NATIONALITY 
R.H. 3B 174 B4 1.9B British 
B.R. 27 170 67 1. 77 Indian 
Z.S. 22 164 52 1.55 Indian 
1. T. 25 174 6B 1.Bl BritIsh 
S.A. 31 IBO 80 1.99 Indian 
D. T. 33 175 79 1. 94 British 
M.G. 28 176 81 1.97 Lebanese 
S.K. 35 166 75 1.82 British 
G.J. 44 174 76 1.92 8rItish 
E.K. 33 18B BD 2.0B British 
M.S. 21 180 66 1.B3 Algerian 
LS. 2B 17B 65 loBI Irish 
R.B. n 171 72 1.B3 British 
K.S. 22 172 60 1. 70 BritIsh 
M.Gr. 23 IBB B3 2.09 British 
H.B. 30 185 88 2.12 Bahamian 
K.M. 33 174 68 1.Bl British 
P.E. 22 IBO 80 1.91 British 
A.F. IB IB4 91 2.14 PalestinIan 
-------------
" 
Fi gure3-1 Axes of vibration. 
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function of frequency ind exposure time: "fatigue-decreased 
proficiency boundary" (from ISO, 1972). 
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4. RESULTS 
Exposure to the three environmental stress condItIons produced varied 
reactions and responses. The results of all corresponding experiments 
were collated and treated mathematically for any statIstical significance. 
The Introduction of medical infra-red photography was extremely helpful In 
studying the changes in venous pattern and variations In blood flow; while 
electrocardiography gave a clear representation of changes in heart 
rhythmIcIty in response to heat, vibration and the combined stress conditions. 
ClassifIcation of the results was set in the following order: 
4-1 PhysIological Results 
(a) Blood pressure, Pulse pressure, Heart Rate, Cardiac output 
(b) Blood flow (Infra-red photographs) 
(c) Electrocardiograms 
4-2 SUbjectIve Results 
Reports from volunteers describIng theIr responses and feelings 
In response to the stress exposure. 
4-3 Biochemical Results 
Sodium, Potassium, ChlorIde, BIcarbonate, Calcium, Phosphate, Urea, 
Creatinine, Glucose, Total protein, Albumin, Globulin, BIlirubin, 
Cholesterol, TrIglycerldes, Urate, Alk.phosphatase, lactic Dehydrogenase. 
4-4 Haematologlcal Results 
Haemoglobin, Haematocrit, Red Blood Corpuscles, MCV, MCHC, MCH, 
Platelets, White Blood Corpuscles, Lymphocytes, Eoslnophils, Neutrophils 
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In addition, two tables summarIzed the statIstIcal signIficance and the overall 
reactIon to the above stresses. The medical interpretations and scientifIC 
relevance of all these changes and their consequences were dIscussed in 
detail (Chapter 5). 
Phys10logical Results 
4 - 1 - (a) - Blood Pressure 
- Heart Rate 
- Cardiac Output 
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VIBRATION 
Start 
5 Minutes 
10 Minutes 
J U I 
nllM:r!Qtl 
15 Minutes 
20 Minutes 
VIBRATIol O 2 
FEET+IN WARM-
I"ATER AFTER 
20 MINUTES 
25 Minutes 
30 Minutes 
35 Minutes 
HEAT 103 
SLart 
5 Minutes 
10 Minutes 
HEAT 104 
15 Minutes 
20 ~linutes 
10S 
VIBRATION 
+ 
HEAT 
Start 
5 Minutes 
10 Minutes 
VIBRATI!JJ 6 
+ 
HEAT 
15 Minutes 
20 Minutes 
Insert opposite p. 107 
Three specific viens were chosen in the left-hand shoulder area and 
2 
measured on a projected image (l.O x .8m - slightly larger than lifesize). 
The points of measurement were preserved identically when measuring the 
series of images for each individual subject. The values given represent 
the average change in diameter of the three viens expressed as a % of the 
initial diameters. 
Unfortunately, no separate photograph for measurements were made after a 
longer recovery period at the end of exposure to the conditions to 
ascertain return to pre-exposure diameters. 
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Table 4-3 
TABLE 4-3 
% Change in Vessel Diameter 
VIBRATION HEAT HEAT + VIB 
Mean: -4.34 x +9.69 x 1.00 
5.0.: +0.57 +0.26 +0.10 
- - -
S.E.M.: 0.14 0.06 0.03 
-6.28 +16.12 1.53 
+0.24 +0.31 +0.06 
-
0.06 0.07 0.02 
-8.05 x +19.44 x 1.69 
+0.22 +0.23 +0.06 
-
0.06 0.06 0.01 
x -8.12 x +20.65 x 0.05 
+0.32 +0.16 +0.04 
- -
0.08 0.04 0.01 
Changes in blood vessels' diameter at different time 
intervals during exposure to the three stress conditions 
based on a sample group of 16 people. 
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TABLE 4-4 
% change in ECG time intervals 
STRESS 
CONDITION PR QRS ST 
HEAT x=17.81 x 10.62 x 5.27 
5.0. +7.61 +7.48 +4.51 
-
S. E.M. 2.69 2.64 1.59 
VIBRATION 13.64 x 5.48 x 6.58 
+8.68 +4.71 +5.18 
3.07 1.66 1.83 
HEAT + VIB x 5.65 x 5.59 x -6.66 
+5.00 +4.91 +5.04 
-
1.77 1.73 1.78 
Table 4-4- Changes in ECG intervals as caused by exposure to the 
three stess conditions based on 8 people. 
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Insert opposite p.114. 
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Changes in e.c.g. waveform are influenced by ventilatory movements and 
measurements taken on a single R-R interval, i.e. instantaneous measurements, 
will mask this effect. The results given opposite were based on single 
R-R intervals and reflect poor significance. If the measurements are 
recalculated ten or more hearts to straddle a full ventilation movement 
better significance is obtained. Unfortunately insufficient of longer 
duration traces are available to put forward a full revision of the 
results to substantiate this point. 
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B,ochem,cal Results 
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Haematological Results 
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Sub ,lectl ve Resu 1 ts 
. 
, 
SUBJECTIVE COMMENTS 
VIBRATION 
T.A. Almost immediately I felt d1fficulty in breath1ng and shortly 
afterwards some nausea and tightness around the stomach, chest and 
throat. After approximately 10 m1nutesmy back began to ache, the 
breath1ng d1fficulty, back pa1n and stomach pain rema1ned unt11 the 
end of the v1brat10n. Numbness occurred immediately after the seat 
stopped vibrat1ng. Th1s lasted for half a minute. 
H.B. I felt a slight t1ng11ng sensat10n 1n my arms and fingers and 
also the left side of my neck (back) felt somewhat tight. Compared 
to the last session when I experienced tingling sensat10ns 1n my f1ngers 
after about ten m1nutes of vibration, along with tightness in my m1d-
back region. I also experienced 1nvoluntary react10ns in my chest 
region (pectorals) and I also exper1enced 1nvoluntary react10n 
approx1mately two and a half minutes after vibration. 
K.B. Some throbbing 1n the head. S11ght d1scomfort 1n the stomach 
and chest though not bad. Altogether nothing important. 
R.B. During the v1bration I exper1enced s11ght back pa1n at base 
of neck, a th1ck head, dopey, dyspnea. After vibration I felt dizzy, 
headache and some numbness 1n my arms and legs. 
-- --
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P.E. Slight discomfort over the sternum at the beginning of the 
experiment though this disappeared after a few minutes. The left arm 
felt heavy and ached after the fIrst five minutes. SlIght pain at 
the back of the left shoulder for a couple of mInutes about half way 
through the experiment. 
L.E. DurIng the experIment a little difficult to breathe, felt 
as though something was pressing against my chest. Immediately after 
and for 30 seconds after - a tingling feelIng, particularly in the legs. 
Hands felt cold. 
A.F. Duri~g VIbratIon - headache, dyspnea, back pain and tIghtness 
around the chest. Immediately after - numbness and tinglIng sensations 
in arms, thIghs and feet. 
M.G. SImilar feelings to the last session (VI~ and heat) WIth respect 
to the pain in the back arms and legs numbness. However, paIn In the 
stomach and neck developed too. Upon terminatIon of vibrations I felt 
numbness all over my body (thIS was not felt in the first Instance). 
M.GR. The most discomfort I experIenced was directly after the 
VIbratIons had finished; the upper part of my body was tingling and 
numb for about one mInute. DurIng vibration I experienced a heavy 
feeling at the back of my neck and a tightness on the chest and upper 
arms. 
P.H. Slmilar'pins and needles'in hands after exposure, no other 
discomfort. VisIon distorted as in the heat and vIbratIon experiment. 
R.H. The numbness due to the immedIate after-effects of the 
vibration lessened qUIte quickly after one mInute. The tIghtness 
across the chest during vibration was noticed and I understand it is 
obvIously due to the vibration tests. At fIrst I consIdered the 
vibratIon would lessen the driver's concentration when encounterIng 
heavy traffic and diffIcult traffic hazards. 
G.J. I felt a SlIght stiffness In the neck (although I had 
experIenced a neck-ache over the weekend) durIng the vibration. 
I was aware of the tInglIng sensatIon in the chest and forearms on 
stoppIng. I became aware of the cool temperature after the vibration 
although I dId not feel cool during VIbration. 
S.K. Slight tensIon In the neck muscles and chest but less than 
last time. No other discomfort felt. At end of experIment a slight 
amount of shakIng was felt but disappeared within a few seconds. 
E.K. No dIscomfort at all during VIbration. After a tIngling 
sensatIon commenced In the arms, then sacral area, followed by back 
and lower limbs. The sensation subsIded over a period of about one 
mInute. 
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K.M. Immediately after vlbration a tingllng sensation and sllght .1 
giddIness but otherwise no other discomfort, no sweatlng or headache. 
During vibration (WhICh seemed SlIghtly harder) no discomfort except 
for belng slightly out of breath. 
B.R. Back pain (left side) in the first ten mInutes then dIsappeared 
and stomach pains started. All the left side of the body was discomforted. 
Back paln started again as a whole. After the seat stopped I felt more 
numbness than the previous session. 
E.S. During vibration I developed a SlIght headache felt like pressure 
downwards on my head. After vibratIon all my extremitIes began to feel 
numb and then tlngly. This contInued whIle I had pulse and blood pressure 
, 
taken. I felt cold during the vIbration and lmmedlately afterwards. 
Z.S. At the beginning I found it difficult to breathe and I felt a 
tensIon over the chest which was painful mainly around the heart. The 
pain continued for about fIve minutes then I got used to the pain but 
breathlng was still dIfficult with stomach paIn. 
During vIbratIon I experienced headache, dyspnea, tightness 
round the chest and shoulder, back paIn and after vibration a numbness 
all over. 
; 
I.T. The followIng sensations were felt durIng vibration: back pain, 
stomach pain, chest tightness, headache. Immediately after vIbration: 
numbness In the lower and upper extremities. 
G.T. Slight dIffIculty in breathIng wIth tensIon round the neck, left 
shoulder and chest. The arms, legs and feet felt numb and shakey 
ImmedIately after vIbratIon. 
D.T. At the start I was nervous as to whether I could tolerate the 
test through the period and to dImInish the effects of vibratIon (which 
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I found inItially unpleasant when relaxed) I changed posture frequently, 
partIally transferred weIght to feet, tested various sIttIng postures for 
comfort. After fIve minutes I thought I detected a change In the amplItude 
of the vIbratIon which lasted for ten to fIfteen seconds and returned 
IntermIttently throughout the twenty mInutes every few minutes. At the 
start I felt the vIbratIon affectIng my whole body then soon became aware 
of the effects particularly on the diaphram then on the pharynx as I 
talked. After ten mInutes the effects dimInIshed in dIscomfort, the motion 
beIng maInly felt In the upper spIne and head and thighs. 
SUBJECTIVE COMMENTS 
HEAT AND VIBRATION 
T.A. The discomfort and paIn felt during exposure to vibration alone 
was not the same, or at least not as defined. However chest pain, back 
pain and stomach upset were experIenced for a short period at the start. 
Numbness and tinglIng feelings were felt round the shoulders, arms, and 
legs. 
H.B. When I mounted the vibrator I felt relaxed and at ease, (not 
apprehensive) probably beca~e I had antIcipated what my responsive 
reactIons might be lIke for this aspect of the experiment. About mid-
way through the experIement, i.e. about ten mInutes after vibrations 
began, I experienced SlIght tensing type of reactIon In the thoracic 
region and erector spinal area. This was not excruciatIng pain but it 
was more of a naggIng sensatIon. I also felt some vague numbness in my 
fIngers, but it was again somethIng of a sensatIon that fluctuated for 
the remainder of the experIment. Two and a half hours after VIbratIon 
I felt contractions of my muscles in my chest. 
K.B. SlIght feelings of dIscomfort In the neck and later on in the 
stomach regIon but not all unpleasant. 
R.B. GettIng a headache. Most of the Jarring in the back of the 
neck. Don't want to be a lorry driver. Feel dopey. 
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P.E. Slight left sided chest pain towards the end of the experiment 
but no discomfort anywhere else. Hands numb at the end when seat 
vibration stopped. 
L.E. Dur~ng v~bration numbness in arms and hands. Heat was alright 
but made me want to take a deep breath at times. After vibration some 
numbness 1n arms. 
A.F. Numbness round the chest and the feet. 
N.G. After about f~ve minutes of the start of vibration I started 
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feel~ng backache also some numbness in the arms which cont~nued throughout 
the twenty minutes. After fifteen m1nutes from the start my legs 
started feel~ng slight numbness. Some effect on V~S10n was noticed. 
Blurred vis~on. 
M.GR. ~.hile sitting on the seat I felt uncomfortable for the fust 
couple of minutes but soon adapted to the ryhtm of the mach1ne. As the 
exper~ment cont1nued I perspired sl~ghtly and exper~enced a very slight 
headache. My arms felt heavy after a wh1le, slightly number and my 
chest a I1ttle heavy. After the exper1ment finished I felt as 1f I had 
Just completed a car Journey wh1ch had lasted longer than twenty minutes; 
perhaps l-l~ hours later. In overall terms, however, I exper~enced no 
particularly strong sensations. 
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P.H. Little discomfort from vibration - slight visual dIsturbance 
during the latter part of the exposure, slight numbness In lower arms 
and legs. At termination a recovery feelIng In the hands withIn a 
short time. Recovery taking place is 4-5 pulses at the same rate of 
vibratIon - although it had ceased. SlIght lightheadedness from 
heat. Discomfort from facial sweating. SweatIng a lot. 
R.H. It was very pleasant to have no vibration at all as the h~at did 
not bother me at all. When the vibration started it was a pleasant 
sensation. No pain at all was Involved during the test. 
G.J. Although not partIcularly unpleasant for twenty minutes, I would 
not like to go much longer. The continuous vibration was starting to 
IrrItate me a bit. On stopPIng I felt a tinglIng sensation in the arms, 
fingers and chest. The heat of the room felt slightly greater after 
stopping. 
S.K. Did not fInd vibratIon or heat uncomfortable, SlIght amount of 
sweatIng but no dIscomfort. A very slight amount of shaking after the 
VIbrator had stopped, but only for a few seconds. A slIght amount of 
neck muscle tension when on the VIbrator, but this disappeared WIth head 
movement. Generally a very pleasant experience. 
E.K. Tingling simultaneously occurrIng in the shoulders and entire 
upper and lower limbs, with an associated feelIng of numbness. These 
sensations were noticed immediately after cessation of the vibrations. 
Normal sensations returned withIn half a minute or so. 
K.M. During v1bration feeling of be1ng sl1ghtly mIserable. Hot, 
st1cky, sweaty. After vibration (1mmedIately after) slight numbness in 
legs and a headache, otherw1se O.K. 
B.R. Slight headache. Pa1n in the left side of the chest and a 
numbness 1n the body. 
[.S. At the end feelIng sl1ghtly strange due to stop of vibration. 
Felt very warm and had started to perspire which 1S unusual for me. No 
pain or anyth1ng else really. Just problems w1th the heat. 
Z.S. The heat was too much and I felt numbness at the end, when the 
seat vibration had stopped, in the hands. I wouldn't have 11ked it if it 
was more than twenty minutes because of boredom. 
M.S. Numbness in the chest and down the legs. Generally pleasant 
but hot. 
I.T. After the chair stopped, numbness 1n arms and legs. Sweating 
a lot. 
G.T. Heat - Sweaty. VibratIon - m1ld stitch Just medial to anter10r 
super10r il1ac sp1ne. Sllght numbness on stopping. These sensat10ns 
ceased rap1dly after vibration. Sweating, however, 1S more profuse. 
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D.T. It seemed to me as if the heat was actually reducing the effect of 
vibration because I didn't feel as discomforted as ln the session with 
vibration alone. However the tensl0n was felt on the chest, back and 
neck. This disappeared with time. When the seat stopped vibrating, I 
felt numb all over specially the upper and lower extremities. 
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SUBJECTIVE COMMENTS 
HEAT 
T.A. The heat was too much and that resulted in sweating and 
stickIness. No other complaint. 
H.B. No discomfort. Normal reactIon. 
K.B. No pain, just a bit tedious and heady. No problems Involved wIth 
this session. 
R.B. Just felt a bIt uncomfortably stIcky but otherwise no problems. 
P.E. No paIn at all but the room was very hot and made me feel very 
lethargIc. 
L.E. Sweating. 
A.F. No discomfort. Rather pleasant. 
M.G. Slight headache, no major dIscomfort. 
M.GR. 
--
Very pleasant. Nice to come into a warm room on such a cold day. 
No real dIscomfort - slIght sweatIng and very slight headache. 
P.H. No discomfort whatsoever. 
R.H. The sensation dur1ng the heat session ~as good; 1n my experience 
good vent11ation ~ould be necessary ~hen driving. In such temperatures 
an efficient ventilat10n system which is simple to clean and maintain. 
Cool soft drinks are necessary. 
G.J. No particularly unpleasant sensat10ns, other than feeling ~arm and 
slightly heady. 
S.K. S11ght s~eat1ng and slightly uncomfortable 1n the heat. 
[.K. More a~are of heat than on prev10us occasions e.g. sensation 
of s~eat tr1ck11ng on skin - this ~as absent during vibration. 
K.M. Hot, s~eaty, s11ght headache but other~ise normal. 
B.R. Rather pleasant. 
[.5. I had a slight headache ~hen I had fin1shed, otherw1se all D.K. 
Z.S. I'm used to hot weather, no d1scomfort at all. 
M.S. Sweaty but not unpleasant. 
I.T. Sweaty and uncomfmtable w1th slight headache. 
G.T. It was rather stuffy but not as bad as the previous seSS10n. 
This is the only effect felt with a little sweating. 
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D.T. The room was stuffy and hot and I sweaudslightly, otherwise no pa1n 
or d1scomfort. 
~ - - -
--
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SUMH~RyTABLE 4-1 
Parameter Cond1bon NO of Volunteers Mean value 
Sodium Before 20 138.95 + 1.47 
Vibration+Heat 20 138.25 + 1. 78 
V1bration ; 20 140.15 = 0.81 i -
Heat I , 20 140.15 + 0.93 
-
, 
I , 
I 
I 
I 
, 
Potassium Before 
, 
20 4.16 + 0.24 ! 
I 
; 
4.38 + 0.35 Vibrabon+Heat ~ 20 
-
V1brat1on I 20 4.63 + 0.35 
-
I Heat 
, 20 4.17 + 0.15 , 
-
, 
, I , , 
I 
I 
Ch10nne Before 20 101.60 + 1.28 
V1brabon+Heat 20 101. 70 + 1. 02 
Vibration 20 100.70 + 1.03 
Heat 20 102.65 + 0.84 
B1carbonate Before 20 24.43 + 1.19 
V1brabon+Heat 20 24.35 + 1.23 
V1bration 20 23.45 + 1.00 
Heat 20 20.50 + 1.25 
-
..... 1 
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Parameter Cond1t1on NO of Volun teers Mean value 
Urea Before 20 5.09 + 0.38 
Vibrat1On+Heat 20 5.08 + 0.37 
-
Vibration 20 5.24 + 0.44 
-
Heat 20 5.22 + 0.44 
-
Creatine Before 20 93.65 + 11.33 
-
V1brabon+lleat 20 96.35 + 8.35 
-
Vibrabon 20 81.80 + 8.77 
-
Heat 20 91.25 + 6.83 
-
Glucose Before 20 3.86 + 0.39 
I V1brabon+Heat 20 4.21 + 0.26 
I -
Vibratwn 20 4.86 + 0.24 
-
Heat 20 5.01 + 0.31 
I 
I 
Calcium Before 20 2.39 + 0.064 
V1brabon+Heat 20 2.44 + 0.051 
-
V1brabon 20 2.44 .:!: 0.040 
Heat 20 2.44 + 0.028 
-
,-
-----
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Parameter Condition No of Volunteers Mean value 
Phosrnate Before 20 1.10 + 0.066 
Vibration+Heat 20 1.09 + 0.106 
Vlbration 20 1.03 + 0.079 
Heat 20 1.13 + 0.053 
Total Protein Before 20 77.55+1.77 
Vibrabon+Heat 20 75.65 + 1.39 
Vlbrabon 20 76.35 + 1.B8 
Ileat 20 74.55 .:!: 1.84 
Albumln Before 20 44.65 + 0.86 
Vibration+Heat 20 44.05 + 0.80 
Vlbratlon 20 44.B5 + 0.76 
Heat 20 43.B5 + 0.61 
Globulin Before 20 33.15 + 1.54 
Vibration+Heat 20 31. 75 .:!: 1.46 
Vlbration 20 32.15 + 1. 76 
Heat 20 30.75 + 1.57 
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Parameter CondItion NO of Volunteers Mean value 
BIlirubin Before 20 11.30 + 3.00 
VIbratlon+Heat 20 11.50 + 2.86 
VIbratlon 20 10.50 + 2.36 
-
Heat 20 10.15 + 2.38 
-
Cholesterol Before 20 5.99 + 0.42 
VIbration+Heat 20 5.87 + 0.43 
Vibration 20 6.10 + 0.43 
Heat 20 5.62 + 0.36 
-
Triglycerides Before 20 1. 25 + 0.25 
VIbration+Heat 20 1.11 + 0.22 
VIbration 20 0.98 + 0.18 
Heat 20 1.25 + 0.35 
-
Haemoglobin Before 20 15.21 + 0.50 
-
Vibration+Heat 20 15.21 + 0.48 
-
VIbration 20 15.77 + 0.43 
-
Heat 20 14.97 + 0.42 
-
---
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Parameter Condition NO of Vo1unteet:r Mean value 
Haematocnt Before 20 0.450 + 0.0145 
-
Vibration+Heat 20 0.446 + 0.0144 
Vlbratwn 20 0.447 + 0.0161 
Heat 20 0.434 + 0.0130 
Red Blood Before 20 5.14 + 0.19 
Corpuscles Vibratlon+Heat 20 5.12 + 0.20 
Vlbrabon 20 5.08 + 0.20 
Heat 20 4.99 + 0.16 
Mean Cell Before 20 87.35 + 1.95 
-
Volume Vibration+Heat 20 86.95 + 1. 76 
Vlbration 20 87.20 + 1.90 
Heat . 20 86.40 + 1.86 
MCH Before 20 29.53 + 0.62 
Vibrabon+Heat 20 29.67 + 0.64 
Vlbratlon 20 30.67 + 0.90 
Heat 20 29.77 + 0.69 
- '. 
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Parameter Condition NO of Volunteers Mean value 
MCHC Before 20 33.96 .!. 0.44 
Vlbration+Heat 20 34.09 + 0.27 
Vlbration 20 35.15 + 0.36 
Heat 20 34.46 + 0.37 
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TABLE 4-2 SUMMARY or RfSULTS 
Parameters EnvIronmental Stresses 
PhysiologIcal Vibration Heat VIb+Heat 
Standing Lying Standing Lying Standing Lying 
Systol1c - + or 0 - - - -
Diastolic (B.P.) + + - + or 0 - 0 
Pulse pressure - - - + or 0 - 0 
, 
Heart rate -- --- ++ + + + 
Cardiac output 
-
-- 0 + 0 0 
Blood flOlIl - - + + o or + 0+ 
/ 
- , 
'. 
'- - / 
-
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Biochemical Vibrat10n Heat VIb.+Heat 
SodlUm + + 0 
PotassIum + 0 + 
Chloride 
- + 0 
BIcarbonate 
-
-- 0 
Calcium + + + 
Phosp,ate 
- + -
Urea + + 0 
CreatInine 
-
0 + 
Glucose ++ +++ + 
-
-
1 fl 0 
Vib,.at.~1t Ucat lfit •. tilear 
Total Protein 
- -- -
Album n 0 - -
Globulln 
- -- -
Billirubln 0 0 + 
Cholesterol 0 + -
Triglycendes 
-
+ 
--
, 
Urate ++ + + 
Alk.Phosphatase 0 0 
-
LDH + + -
AST(GOT) 
-
0 
-
--
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Uibi-at;(lI1 Htar U;bl1.t Hear 
ALT(GPT) --
-
0 
HaemoglobIn + 
-
0 
HaematocrIt + 
-
0 
RBC 
- -
0 
MCV 0 
- -
MCHC + + 0 
MCH ++ + 0 
Platelets 
-
--
-
WBC +++ + ++ 
lymphocytes --
-
0 
--
1fl2 
Viln'tlt;'oll. If/Qat VI bll. t /I~at-
Neutrorhils +++ ++ . + 
EOS100rhils + + -
(-) = Decrease 
(+) = Increase 
(0) = No change 
1~3 
Parameters Envlronmental Stresses 
SubJecbve Vibration Heat Vlb+Heat 
Head symptons +++ + ++ 
Neck and Shoulder +++ + ++ 
Oyspneo +++ 0 0 
, 
Chest Pain ++ 0 + 
Back Ache ++ 0 ++ 
Stomach Upset 0 0 + 
Numbness +++ 0 ++ 
SlUeating 0 ++ +++ 
;) 
SubJective Vibration Heat Vlb+Heat 
Cold sensations + 0 0 
Discomfort +++ 0 ++ 
(+) = Mild reaction 
(++) = Moderate reactl0n 
(+++) = Considerable reaction 
(0) = No reactl0n 
.. 
1 ~5 
\ 
\ 
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5. DISCUSSION 
5.1. Introductlon 
The effects of varlOUS stress stimull on the human organism are apparently 
different; the results of several studles have shown that It is not 
legltimate to think of a slngle mechan1sm that mediates indlvidual reactions 
to stress (Broadbent, 1963). Broadbent showed, for example, that when heat 
and nOlse stlmull were applied simultaneously, their effects on the subject 
appeared to be lndependent, but the effects of noise and sleep loss appeared 
to partl~lly cancel each other out. He thus hypotheslzed that noise and 
sleeplessness somehow affect the same mechanism, in opposite directions, but 
heat affects some other mechanlsm. If these hypotheses are correct, the 
effect of indlvldual stress stlmuli, as well as the comblned effects of the 
slmultaneous appllcation of several stress stimull on the physlology and 
blochemistry of the human heart, must be examined; and ltS relevance to 
certaln occupatlons, such as driving, is worth investlgatlng. 
Drlvlng a motor vehicle IS probably one of the more complex perceptual -
motor tasks that the average person is required to perform. DriVlng under 
normal condil1ons has been descrlbed as a "ma Jlr contnbutor to the general 
stress of life in the Amerlcan populabon" (Simonson, et. aI., 1968). 
But motor vehlcles are often drlven under other than normal condltions 
where stress, stlmull - includlng heat, noise, vibration, and certain 
toxic alr pollutants, are present to slgnlflcant degrees. Consequently, 
drlvers may routlnely be forced to endure an extraordinary burden of stress. 
Doubtless, many drivers become extremely fatigued under such circumstances 
and fatigue or lack of alertness is a major contrIbutor to the accident 
rate (Baker, 1968). There is common agreement that exceSSIve stresses 
on the driver render him more likely to have an accident, or, at the 
minImum, leave hIm less well prepared to cope with emergency situations. 
Long-term exposure to vehicular and environmental stresses is a common 
experience among some classes of drIvers, partIcularly professional drivers 
engaged in interstate, line-haul operatIons. The question IS not just 
whether stress is a SIgnIficant factor In the etlology of cardiovascular 
dIseases but rather to what extent that stress should be reduced and how it 
might be reduced. 
The objective of this study was to measure the effects of heat and VIbration 
stress, SIngly and in combinatIon, that may signIficantly affect a driver's 
physiological, biochemIcal and haematological state and to identify the 
relatIve importance of each stressor, so that steps can be taken to reduce 
any potentIally dangerous effects with partIcular reference to the 
cardiovascular system. 
5.2 Identifying the stressors 
Before any useful discussion could be made on the varIOUS physiological 
and biochemical changes that resulted from exposure to the heat and 
VIbratIon stress stimuli, it would seem approprIate to define them in some 
detail to enable the reader to understand the physical nature of such 
stressors: 
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5.2.1. Vibration 
The human body is subjected to vibration durlng locomotion of any kind, 
from walking to riding in transportation vehicles. The vibration of 
transportation vehlc1es lS produced by their power plants and by the lnter-
action of the vehicle wlth its supportlng medlum, be it land, water, or 
alr (Shoenberger 1972). 
Vlbration is characterlzed by the periodlc displacement of a mass over 
tlme and lS defined by its frequency and amplitude. Frequency lS generally 
expressed In cycles per second (Hz), and amplitude by quantitles of 
veloclty or acceleratlon, whlch may be glven in unlts of physlcal dlsplacement 
per second squared or In non-dlment lOnal uni t of "(j" (Hornick, 1972). 
When sinusoidal motion is stud ied, "Peak" acceleratlon is commonly given, 
but for random or non-slnusoldal motlon, root mean square (rms) acceleration 
Is the standard measure. For purposes of comparIson, rms q values may be 
multIplied by;-Z--to yield the equivalent peak of value. 
The termInology for the three-dlmentional vibration environment is shown 
in Flgure 3-1. The vertical, or z-axls, has been the most widely researched 
and apparently the most SIgnificant axis of vibration In transportation 
vehIcles. Several reviews of the lIterature on vlbratlon research have 
been published (AlIen, 1971; Colllngs, 1973; Guignard and King, 1972; 
Grether, 1971; Hornlck, 1972; Shoenberger, 1972; Abu-Lisan, 1977). 
Thelr fle1d of research encompassed the followlng types of responses: 
BiodynamlC, subjective, behaVIoural, physlologIcal, and blochemical. 
The biodynamic response of man to various frequencies of vertical axis 
v1bration revealed a major respons1veness at a frequency of approximately 
5 Hz. Unfortunately, major vehicular resonances generally occur in the 
range of 1 to 30 Hz, corresponding to the h1gh responsiv1ty frequency 
area for man (Hornick, 1972). Laboratory stud1es of human tolerance 
to vibratory stimulation have 1ndicated that 1n the most crit1cal frequency 
band (4 - 8 Hz for the z - aX1s), s1nus01dal v1bration is likely to be 
physically uncomfortable at acceleration - amp11tudes much above O.lq; 
pa1nful or distressing at 1ntensities in the region of Iq; and injurious 
at acceleration - amp11tudes exceeding 2q if sustained for more than a few 
cycles of motion (Guignard and King,1972). With respect to the problem 
of chronic exposure to vehicle v1bration, Guignard and King stated that 
there was a fair amount of clinical evidence that the repeated deformation 
or displacement of part of the body by heavy v1bration or jolting 
const1tuted a hazard which increased w1th the chronicity of exposure. 
Varibus spinal, ano-rectal and gastro-1ntestinal ailments were reputed to 
show a h1gher 1ncidence in dr1vers of rough r1d1ng veh1cles such as 
agr1cultural tractors, earth movers, m111tary and cross-country vehicles 
than in the populat1on at large, and to be associated occupationally 
w1th the long-term dr1ving or riding of such veh1cles. 
Th1s work, however, 11ke virtually all v1brat10n studies, was conducted 
1n a Laboratory using a v1brating seat (see Page~g ) and simulating a 
v1bration env1ronment based on unid1rectional or sinusoidal motion. 
The frequency, amplitude, duration of the v1bration and other experimental 
details are discussed 1n chapter 3. 
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5.2.2. Heat 
Many investigations have attempted to produce a reliable measurement 
of the degree of stress produced by a hot environment. An objective 
estimate is highly desirable 1n a s1tuation that is so much open to 
subjective interpretations, and one such index of heat stress has been put 
forward by Hatch (1963), from the balance of heat production and heat loss: 
where: 
M = metabolic rate 
HR = heat loss or ga1n by radiat10n 
He = heat loss or gain by convection 
HE = heat loss by evaporation 
Hatch analyzed the pos1tion of a man in a hot environment 1n terms of 
the lim1tations of blood flow to the sk1n, heat transfer between blood and 
sk1n, and the rate of sweating and evaporation from the skin surface. 
From that analys1s, he suggested the rat10 of cutaneous blood flow to cardiac 
output as a sIngle index of physiological strain, and the rate of sweating 
as a measurement of heat stress. The strain was thus a measure of the 
physiologIcal response; as acclimatization progresses, the strain declines 
markedly. 
Surprisingly perhaps, there IS no general consensus on the means for 
measurIng heat as a stressor. This is because air temperature and 
movempnt, relat1ve humidity, and radiation are all env1ronmental factors 
wh1ch interact in producing heat stress. Several 1ndices of the intensity 
of the heat stressor have been proposed over the years since 1920. 
These have been rev1ewed in detail by Fox (1965) and by the Nat10nal 
Institute for Occupat10nal Safety and Health (NIOSH, 1972). All of the 
indices had unique merits but none had stood without cr1t1cism. 
Thermal balance is mainta1ned in humans, as in other an1mals, by making 
heat loss equal to heat gain. Heat may be ga1ned from both internal and 
external sources. Internally, heat 1S ga1ned from the exotherm1c chemical 
reactions transpiring dur1ng the course of metabolism. In a thermally 
neutral environment, the body could easily dissipate that extra heat. 
External heat is gained (1) from the radiation of material hotter than the 
body; (2) from convection, if a1r temperature is greater than skin 
temperature; and (3) from conduct10n, when the temperature of an object 
in contact w1th the body 1S at a h1gher temperature than skin temperature. 
Heat may be lost by rad1ation, convect10n and conduct10n if the 
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env1ronment 1S cooler than the body. Nonetheless, the most effective means 
for losing heat is by evaporat10n of perspirat10n from the skin (and to a 
lesser extent from the respiratory tract) 1f the water saturation of the air 
perm1ts evaporat10n to occur at a significant rate. 
The body usually regulates 1ts thermal balance to maintain a homeostat1c 
o 0 
core temperature of about 37 C (98.6 F). If conditions requ1re it, the 
body can safely store some heat for appreciable periods of time. Heat 
storage is measured by an elevation of core temperature. However, heat 
storage invariably causes stress which is substantial when body 
00) temperature exceeds 38 C (100.6 F • 
The body's first line of defense against heat 1S the circulat10n. 
The adaptive process with the shortest response latency 1S that which 
shifts the blood flow away from the inter10r of the body to the skin. 
This manouever increases heat loss from the body by convect10n and 
radiation. The circulatory system accomplishes redistribution of blood 
flow by cutaneous vasod11ation. The sh1ft may be dramatic: Normally, 
the skin receives about 5% of the cardiac output; but in heat adaptation, 
it may rece1ve up to 20%. There is, of course, a drop in blood pressure 
as a result of the 1ncreased vascular space. The blood flow dim1nshes 
to organs other than the skin. In reflexive compensat10n, the heart rate 
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1S elevated to increase the cardiac output. Not 1nfrequently in wrnrking or 
merely stand1ng individuals, the compensat10n proves inadequate and a mild 
d1sease of adaptat10n, known as heat exhaust1on, ensues. The cause of heat 
exhaustion is cerebral ischaemia due to an 1nadequate blood flow. Its 
f1rst symptoms are nausea and dizziness and fainting may follow if the 
cerebral blood flow declines any further. Heat eXhaustion is not usually 
a major medical problem, since fa1nting usually forces the aff11cted 
1nd1v1dual to assume a posture which restores adequate cerebral blood flow. 
Nonetheless, any reduction in cerebral blood flow could create a grave 
behav10ural problem for the driver of a motor vehicle. 
The body's second, and most eff1cient line of defense aga1nst heat, is the 
sudomotor response which delivers persp1ration to the skin. Each liter 
of perspiration carries with 1t 580 Kcal of heat upon complete evaporation 
from the sk1n. For average men at a g1ven p01nt 1n the process of 
acclImatization, sweat rate is a meaningful and hIghly reliable Index of 
heat stress. Indeed, this was recognIsed In the early 1940's when McArdle 
and his co-workers (McArdle et al., 1947) developed a nomogram whereby 
the 4-hour sweat rate may be predIcted as an Index of heat stress from 
SImultaneous Wet Bulb and Ory Bulb temperature readIngs. 
Several other renal and endocrine adaptations to acute heat stress are 
known. These are not described here because they are either diffIcult to 
measure under field condItIons, or are inconsistently related to the more 
relIable indices of heat stress described above. 
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PhysIological signs of heat stress are evident In most humans at Wet Bulb 
Globe Temperatures (WBGT) above about 790 r (26.loe). The earliest SIgns, 
elevated heart rate, increased skin blood flow and sweatIng, are assocIated 
with the heat adaptatIon process. That process should be capable of 
maintaIning thermal eqUIlIbrium untIl the WBGT exceeds about S60r (300 e), 
when the body begins to store heat. Body temperature, as determined from 
rectal or oral thermometer readings, WIll rise beyond that point. In the 
case of truck drIvers, whose expected rates of metabolic heat productIon 
are in the range of 2 - 3 kcal/min (Kstrand and Rodahl, 1970), body 
temperature should stabIlIze at levels which Increase by about 0.250 e 
(0.450 r) with each additIonal 1.Ooe (l.Sor) increase in WBGT (Lind, 1963). 
rInally, it should be noted that faIlure to adapt to heat can result in 
heat exhaustion or heat stroke--- the latter usually being fatal because 
It represents a total collapse of thermoregulation. Heat stress can also 
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worsen ex~sting morbid states, such as heart disease or emphysema. 
Thus, heat may pose threats to drivers beyond that of impairing the~r 
performance. Heat stress, then, can reasonably be regarded as a part~cular 
health hazard. 
5.3. Physiological Ind~cations of Vibration and Heat Stressors 
Singly and in Combinat~on 
Hav~ng restr~cted th~s research to the study of changes in the cardio-
vascular system of people whose occupation might involve exposure to low-
frequency sinusoidal v~brat~on and/or hot env~ronment (ex. driving), 
several physiolog~cal variables were measured. These were taken in all 
three experiments (Chapter 3), and included: changes in blood pressure, 
pulse pressure, heart rate, cardiac output, blood flow (venous pattern) 
and some electrocardiograms. Other parameters stud~ed were certain 
phys~cal character~st~cs like: age, height, weight, body surface area, 
(Table 3-1, Page 85) and smoking habits. 
5.3.1. Blood Pressure 
In the circulatory system, pressure is produced by the amount of blood pumped 
out of the heart and by the resistance offered by the blood vessel walls. 
Therefore, blood pressure is determined by two factors: the volume of 
blood del~vered to a vessel in a certaIn amount of time and the resistance 
exerted against the flow (Fig. 5-1, Page 19&). These two factors and their 
relationshIp to pressure can be summarIzed as follows: 
• I 
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Pressure = flow (Volume/mInute X ResIstance) 
Either an increase in cardIac output or a narrowing of the vessel walls 
will Increase pressure, and to maIntaIn or restore normal arterial blood 
pressure, two homeostatic mechanisms operate: the aortIc and carotid 
cardiac-pressoreflexes (fig. 5-2, Page \~8) and the aortic carotId vasomotor-
pressoreflexes (fIg. 5-3, Page 1~9). 
Blood is pumped into the aorta from the left ventncle at a systolic arterial 
pressure (hIghest pressure generated by ventricularcantraction) of about 
125mm Hg (range 100 to 150mm Hg). As the ventricle relaxes, pressure falls 
to a dlastollC pressure (lowest pressure determined by peripheral reSIstance 
and elastIc recoIl) of about 75mm Hg (range 60 to 90mm Hg). The mean 
arterIal pressure, represented by: 
(Systolic pressure + 2 diastollc pressure) 
3 
IS abouf lOOmm Hg. 
In thIs study, all measurement of blood pressure and heart rate were 
taken in the standing and lYIng positions. The reason being an influence 
of posture on changes in blood pressure in the body. In passing from the' 
lYIng to standing position, the force of gravIty tends to cause pooling 
of blood in veins below the heart. fall of venous return and blood 
pressure results. Compensatory nervous mechanIsms operate to counteract 
these changes. The sequence of events occurring in response to postural 
cha nge IS shown In figure 5-4, Page ~oa. 
for systolic blood pressure (fig. 4-1, Page 5't) it was eVIdent that there 
was a slight drop from the normal values In the standIng position after 
---------------------- - ------
exposure to heat and vibration stressors singly and in combInation. 
This fall persIsted when measured In the lying position after heat 
exposure, but returned to normal after exposure to vIbration and the 
combined stresses. 
It should be noted that the order of measurements was from standing to 
lying postures and not the oppslte. The drop ln SystOllC pressure after 
exposure to heat occurs in associatIon with a decreased peripheral 
reslstance and an increased cardIac output (Fig. 4-5, Page~g). Under 
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more severe stress, when body core temperature is elevated, the sy'stolic 
pressure tends to increase. This didn't occur,because the heat stress 
applied ln this Investlgation was warm amblent and the duration of exposure 
was llmited to 20 minutes only. However, the dlfferences in response 
of certaln indlvlduals should be emphaslzed, some showlng a slight degree 
of hypotension immediately after exposure. 
The results for dIastolic blood pressure (Fig. 4-2, Page 95 ) showed a 
drop from the normal values after exposure to both heat and the combInation 
of heat WIth VIbration In the standIng POSItIon. This however, shIfted into 
an almost normal level when measured in the lYIng POSItIon. VIbratIon, 
on the other hand, produced a rIse In dIastolic-pressure in both positions. 
The change occurred in aSSOCIatIon WIth a SIgnIfIcant decrease In both 
cardiac output and pulse rate (Table 4-2, Page Iq8). The increase in 
dIStollC pressure could be attrIbuted to an Increase In perIpheral 
reSIstance as well. 
" 
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In comparing the above results we note cons1derably greater effects of 
vibration stress on diastolic blood-pressure and that confirms previous 
f1ndings (Abu-L1san, 1977). Heat stress, on the contrary, influenced the 
systolic blood-pressure by lowering its value. This confirmed the findings 
of Eisalo (1956) and Sherif, et. al. (1970) that both systolic and diastolic 
blood pressures drop after exposure to a sauna bath. The drop in pressure 
in th1S study was not as ser10US as their results showed. The reason being 
a m1lder exposure to heat. In add1tion, their study 1ndicated that sudden 
exposure to intense heat, as in sauna baths, Turkish baths, and presumably 
the "Coffee baths" becoming fash ionable in Japan, may contain an element 
of r1sk in those prone to coronary insuff1ciency. On the basis of the1r 
exper1ments, it appeared to be ne1ther health givIng nor heroic to prolong 
a sauna bath past the p01nt where a person feels he has had enough. 
5.3.2. Heart Rate 
The heart rate is the same as the pulse rate and averages between 70 and 
80 beats per mInute in the resting state. A rapid heart rate or pulse rate 
will Indicate a tachycardia (tachy = fast), and a slow heart rate w1ll 
1nd1cate a bradycardia (brady = slow). 
From the results 1n Figure 4-4, Page 91, it was clear that the heart 
rate reactions of the subjects under heat and v1bration stress were 
greatly different. The effect of the combined stresses followed a r1sIng 
trend but lower than the elevat~on caused by the heat stress alone. The rise 
could be attributed to the fact that per~pheral vascular changes in response 
to heat stress requ~re an increased card~ac output to maintain adequate 
perfus~on of blood to the v~tal organs. It would be expected, as a 
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result, that individuals undergoing such stress would have an elevated heart rate 
The react~ons to the vibratlon stress followed a slgnificantly opposite 
trend (i.e. lowerlng heart rate). The heart rate was signlflcantly 
lower than the before values and the values produced by the effects of heat 
and its comblnation with vibrat~on. A possible explanatlon would be the 
findIngs of Harris, et.al. (1972), that prolonged exposure to monotonous, 
borlng tasks (such as drlvlng) often results In decreased heart rate, 
probably reflecting a decl~ne in the central nervous system (CNS) level 
of arousal and peripheral sympathetic tone. Another explanation would 
be the increase In the levels of sodIum and calcium (Table 4-2, Page /4a). 
These ions are believed to be essential to normal heart action, and an 
lncrease In thelr concentrations would decrease the heart rate as the 
tissues become less easily depolarized. 
5.3.3. Cardiac Output 
When the card lac muscle contracts, pressure ~s created on the blood 
wlthin the ventricles, and blood is moved from those chambers into the 
pulmonary and systemic circulations. The volume of blood leaving each 
ventricle during one minute's tIme IS termed the Cardiac-Output (C~). 
It is the product of two other factors, the rate of heart beat, or stroke 
rate (SR) and the volume of blood eJected from a ventricle per beat, or 
stroke volume (SV). 
C~ (ml/min) = SR (beats/min/ X SV (ml/beat) 
As can be seen, beats cancel ln the equation, leavlng CO to be expressed 
as ml/min. 
Stroke rate is easily determined by resting the fingers on a superficial 
artery in the body and counting the pulsations for a glven period of time. 
Stroke volume is calculated by finding the difference between the end 
systolic volume (the volume of blood remaining in the heart at the end of 
contraction or systole) and the end dlastollC volume (the volume of blood 
ln the heart at the end of relaxatl0n of dlastole). 
A normal resting cardiac-output is calculated as lying between 4.2 and 
5.6 liters per minute (SR = 70-80 beats/mini SV = 60-70 ml/beat). 
During exerclse, heart rates may lncrease to 120 beats/min, and volume 
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to 120 ml/beat; thus an actlve cardiac output may reach over 14 Ilters/min. 
Increase of SR beyond about 140 beats/min decreases the tlme allowed for 
ventrlcular filling and is associated with a fall of cardiac-output. So, 
the output does not show a linear relationship to heart rate. 
t 
Assuming the cardiac-output to be the product of pulse rate (heart rate) 
and pulse pressure(difference between SystollC and diastolic blood 
pressure), the results in Flgure 4-5, Page SS , indlcated an increase in 
cardlac-output as a result of exposure to heat stress. The increase was 
probably due to increases ln both stroke volume and pulse rate (Table 4-2, 
PageJ¥~. Cardlac-output increases on exposure to temperature above the 
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thermoneutral zone both in resting man (Scott et al., 1940) and in animals 
(Wh1ttow, 1965). On exposure to a warm dry climate, the Increase in cardiac-
output 1n an1mals is caused mainly by the increase in stroke volume. 
Under more severe heat stress, however, further increases in the 
output of the heart are associated with an increase in pulse rate, as In 
man. If heat exposure 1S prolonged and body temperature rises to near 
the lethal 11mits, card1ac-output falls aga1n because of a decrease in 
stroke volume, whereas pulse rate remaIns high. At this point, it appears 
that there is not suffic1ent tIme for the heart to fill between each stroke, 
and the collapse of the circulatory system becomes imm1nent. Hence, 
cardiac-output may be altered by changing either stroke volume or stroke 
rate or both (F1g. 5-5, Page'to~). 
V1brat10n, on the other hand, produced a signif1cant decline In cardiac-
output (Fig. 4-5, Page 98 ). The decrease must have been the result of 
a slgn1fIcant decrease in pulse rate (FIg. 4-4, Page 9~). These findings 
were supported by elevatIons in some biochemical indices Na+ and Ca++) 
and by certaIn subJective reports (Table 4-2, Page/qg). However, there 
were no linear relat10nships between changes in urea and creatinine 
values particularly when'related to body surface area and to packed cell 
volume (Haematocrit), to suggest that the decrease in cardiac-output 
was a result of a decrease In peripheral reSIstance. Moreover, VIbration 
and room temperature (200C) must have caused a slight vasoconstriction 
(photographs on pages,""oo <I- /or ,), which usually increases peripheral 
~-
resistance and reqUIres a hIgher output and pressure on the part of the 
heart to maintaIn flow through the narrowed vessels. This would certainly 
- -... ~, 
introduce a contradiction which could be clarifIed by one possIble 
explanatIon, that a reduction in heart rate and pulse pressure caused 
by vibratIon, were behind the decrease in cardiac output. 
The effects of the combIned stresses (heat + vIbration) was rather 
cancellous, presumably because heat produced an increase In cardiac-
output whIle vibratIon produced exactly the opposite (Figure 4-5, 
Page98). 
5.3.4. Blood Flow 
The blood vessels are a closed system of conduits which carry blood from 
the heart to the tIssues and back to the heart. Blood flows through the 
vessels prImarily because of the forward motIon imparted to it by the 
pumpIng of the heart, although, In the case of the systemic circulation, 
diastollc recoIl of the walls of the arteries, compression of the veins 
by skeletal muscles during exerCIse, and the negative pressure in the 
thorax durIng Inspiration also move the blood forward. The resistance to 
flow depends to a minor degree upon the viscosity of the blood but mostly 
upon the dIameter of the vessels, principally the arterioles. The blood 
flow to each tIssue IS regulated to local chemical and general neural 
mechanisms that dIlate or constrIct the vessels of the tissue (FIg. 5-5, 
page I-e 0;) . 
The relationship between flow, pr~~sure, and resistance In the blood 
vessels is analogous In a general way to the relatIonship between the 
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current, electromotive force, and resistance ln an electrical 
circult expressed on Ohm's la~: 
Current = 
rlo~ = 
Electromotive force 
Resistance 
Pressure 
ResIstance 
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Blood flo~s from areas of hlgh pressure to areas of lo~ pressure, and the 
flo~ ln any portlon of the vascular system lS equal to the effective 
perfusion pressure ln that portion divided by the resistance. This 
reslstance lS dlrectly proportlonal to the length and inversely proportl0nal 
to the cross-sectional area presented by the vessels. rlo~, on the other 
hand, ls dlrectly proportional to the fourth po~er of the radlus of the 
vessel. Thus, if a vessel has its radlus doubled, flo~ does not double, 
but lncreases by a factor of 16 (24). Also, total cross-sectional area 
lncreases ln a non-arithmetlc fashion, bringing great flo~ changes as 
more numerous and smaller vessels are formed. Pressure ~ithin the vessels 
lS dlrectly proportlonal to the card lac-output and inversely proportlonal 
to the cross-sectl0nal area of the vessels, and the velocity of flo~ 
lS dlrectly proportional to pressure and inversely proportional to the 
cross-sectlonal area of the vessels. Resistance, ho~ever, is also 
duectly proportional to the viscosity of the blood. A "thlcker" fluid 
flo~s less easily than a "thlnner" one, and obviously requlres a 
greater appllcatlon of force to clrculate It. 
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POlseuille's law takes the viscosity into account as a determinant 
of blood flow and states: 
Pressure x Radius4 
Flow = Length x VISCOSity 
Figure 5-6, page ~O~lS a graphic representation of the Inter-relationships 
of cross-sectional area, pressure, flow, and velocity in the several 
reglons of the vascular system. Applying the prlnciples stated above 
leads ~o the concluslon that cross-sectlonal area IS the primary 
dterminant of the other factors. In obese persons, each pound of fat is 
said to add one mile of caplllaries to the clrculatlon. Thus, the heart 
must work harder to Clrculate blood through the reslstance Imposed by these 
capillaries. 
To study the changes in peripheral blood flow, Infra-red photographs were 
taken at 5 minute intervals from start to finish of each exposure, as an 
Increase In skin vascularity was expected to show up on such photographs. 
The results on pages 'loi,ir,J-r; /05 :>11>6, demonstrated the effects of heat 
~------- - ~ "-, -
and combined stresses (heat + vlbration) on skin vascularity. It was 
obvious that an Increase In skin vascularity dld materiallze during the 
20 minute exposure periods. Enlargement of the photographs on a cine-
screen by uSlng a slide-projector made it possible to measure the radii of 
several vessels and the average from each photograph was calculated for 
comparison. This showed the followlng pattern of change: 
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'Exposure to the heat stress produced a progressive Increase In vasodilatation 
which lasted till the end of the 20 minutes duration. This was apparent in the 
majority of cases studied, especially when infra-red photographs of the subjects 
Involved were projected, and careful measurements of the blood vessel diameter, 
around the chest and shoulder area, were taken to confirm the visible change 
(Table ~g, page /07). In addition, a plot of the relative and percentage 
change of the width of the blood vessels projected with time, was made and 
It gave a trace of increasing vasodilatation until a steady change was obvious, 
probably due to body temperature adaptability at the end of the 20 minutes 
exposure period (Figure *·3, page/OB). It is worth mentioning that the 
process of acclimatization Is important in adapting to a hot and humid 
env i ronmen t. This is usually defined as the sum of all physiological 
alterations that develop to ensure thermal balance in an individual exposed to 
stressful environmental conditions. 
Vasodilatation was also apparent by the increased reddish colour of the pupil's 
cross-sectional areas as a result of increased vascularity of the eye under the 
influence of heat. This finding supports the idea that a central effect 
might have played a role in producing such a physiological reaction. Unfortun-
ately the Infra-red photograph's negative did not show this clearly enough to 
measure. 
It should be recognised, however, that the aforementioned results were approximate, 
and a proper measurement of blood flow would require the use of either flow-
magnetometers, or plethysmography (for measuring blood flow in the extremities). 
This, of course, does not negate the importance of using infra-red photographs 
as an advanced method for the diagnosis of disorders of skin vascularity. , 
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Additional physiological reactions to the heat stress emphasized and supported 
the above findings. Cardiac output and venous pressure were increased as a 
result of the cardiovascular system's responsibility in transporting large 
quantities of heat from where it is produced in the central and muscle areas 
of the body, to the surface of the body, where it is mainly lost. 
Vibration, on the other hand, caused an opposite effect to that of heat. 
Vasoconstriction resulted which was apparent in the projected infra-red 
photographs of the subjects. This was clear enough that the blood vessels' 
diameters could be measured (Figure 4·3 , pagelG~). The graphical representation 
of the values was opposite to that representing the influence of the heat stress 
on blood flow. This, however, changed when the subject was asked to immerse 
o his feet in warm water (35 c). The change to vasodilatation occurred 10 
minutes after the feet were soaked in the water (photos page 8~). 
local blood flow can be influenced by local thermal stimuli and by stimuli 
applied elsewhere on the body. This was demonstrated many times in experiments 
which usually involved placing one limb in warm water and measuring blood flow 
In another limb (lewis and Plckering, 1931; Gibbons and landis, 1932; 
Pickering and Hess, 1933). In these early experiments, there was a gain of 
heat by the blood circulating through the limb that was immersed in warm water and 
vasodilatation in unheated extremities did not occur until 10 minutes or more 
after heating began. It therefore appeared that the increased blood flow in the 
unheated extremities could be related to a rise in deep body temperature. Other 
types of study, in which the consumption of hot drinks was followed by 
vasodilatation, supported the Idea that central receptors were important. 
Moreover, it was also shown that the injection of warm saline in the blood 
stream could cause vasodilatation (Snell, 1954). In order to investigate the 
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problem further Cooper and Kerslake (1954) have carried out tests to reinforce 
the importance of peripheral nervous pathways in the control of blood flow. 
They found that heating the legs was followed by vasodilatation in the hand, even 
when the venous return from the leg was prevented by a cuff Inflated to a 
pressure of 250 mm Hg. In control experiments it was shown that inflation of 
the cuff alone does not affect the circulation in the hand. Those results 
clearly demonstrated the role of a nervous pathway in the control of reflex 
vasodi latation. 
In addition, Cardiac output and blood pressure dropped and most of the 
measurements of the heart rate intervals were opposite to those produced by 
the heat stress (Table 4·'f , page IIIf. ). 
Exposure of subjects to the combined stress of heat and vibration produced a 
most interesting response. For Instead of aggravating the state of vasodilatation 
and/or vasoconstriction, these combined environmental conditions negated each 
other and almost cancelled their respective effects. Figure *·3 , page 108 
shows clearly the emergence of a nearly linear representation in which changes 
did not depart significantly from the pre exposure condition. This, however, 
does not mean we could safely use the process of imposing one specific stress 
factor in order to reduce or cancel the serious effects of another, though 
obviously the idea is worth further investigation. 
To explain the effects of the two stressors and their combination, on the 
peripheral blood flow, one ought to refer to the previously mentioned formulas: 
Pressure FI ow ~ -:-:.~== Resistance and Flow = 
Pressure x Radius4 
Length x Vi scos i ty 
During the course of discussion, it was found that pressure was directly 
proportional to cardiac-output, and resistance was directly proportional to 
viscosity. Viscosity, however, varies directly with packed cell volume 
(haematocrit), and since heat stress has caused vasodilatation (increased 
the radii of blood vessels) and appeared to have increased cardiac-output 
and decreased packed cell volume (Table 4-2, page J~gt, then by simple 
mathematical substitutions, blood flow must have increased. 
Vibration, on the other hand, showed the exact opposite (vasoconstriction, 
decreased cardiac-output, and increased haematocrit). Hence vibration must 
have caused a drop In blood flow or decreased its rate. 
The effect of the combined stresses on blood flow appeared to be negligible. 
Knowledge of the role of the cardiovascular system In the regulation of heat 
in normal and diseased man is essential for the proper appreciation and 
management of patients with cardiovascular disease In hot and humid environment. 
5.3.5 Electrocardiogram (ECG) 
The electrocardiogram is one of the most important methods yielding information 
about the heart in clinical medicine. 
cardiac activity to be assessed: 
It allows the following aspects of 
1. The heart rate, at rest and under varying conditions. 
2. The rhythm, including the site of the pacemaker and any 
disturbances of the normal sequence of depolarization or 
disease of the conducting tissue. 
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J. Relative increase in muscle mass, e.g. hypertrophy or over-
development of one or more cardiac chambers. 
4. Damage to pntions of the heart muscle, usually caused by 
cutt~ng off the blood supply (myocardial infarction). 
5. Disturbances of the electrolyte composition of the intra-
cellular fluid or reduction in oxygen tension in the heart 
muscle. 
6. Inflammation of the pericardium or accumulation of fluid 
w~thin the pericardial space. 
The instrument used to record the changes is an electrocardiograph 
(page 9S ). It measures the spread of depolarization snd repolarization 
through a muscle mass by measuring the electrical potentials or impulses 
which, since the body ~s a conductor, may be recorded by electrodes placed 
on the skin (Chapter J). These Impulses are transmitted from the 
electrodes to a recording needle that graphs the impulses as a series of 
, 
up and down waves called deflection waves. In a typical record (Fig. 5-7, 
page '~o3 ), three recognizable waves accompany each cardiac cycle (Fig. 5-8, 
page203). The fIrst wave, called P-wave, indicates a trial depolarization. 
A fraction of a seco~d after the P-wave begins, the atria contract. Then 
\ 
there is a deflection wave called the QRS-wave (complex). This deflection 
represents a trial repolarization and ventricular depolarization - that 
is, the spread of the electrical Impulse through the ventricles. The 
third recognizable deflection is a dome-shaped T-wave. This wave indicates 
ventricular repolarization. There is no deflection to show atrial 
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repolarization because the stronger QR5-wave masks this event~ 
In reading an electrocardiogram, it is important to note the size of the '-, 
deflection waves and certain time intervals. Enlargement of the P-wave, 
for example, indicates enlargement of the atrium, as in mitral stenosis. 
The P-R interval is measured from the beginning of the P-wave to the 
beginning of the Q-wave. It represents the conduction time from the 
beginning of atrial excitation to the beginning of ventricular excitation. 
The lengthening of this interval, as in arteriosclerotic heart disease and 
rheumat~c fever, occurs because the heart tissue covered by the P-R interval, 
namely the atria and atrioventricular node, ~s scarred or inflamed. Thus 
the impulse must travel at a slower rate and the interval is lengthened. 
The normal P-R interval covers no more than 0.20 second. 
An enlarged Q-wave may indicate a myocardial infarction. An enlarged R-
wave generally indicates enlarged ventricles. The 5-T segment begins at 
the end of the 5-wave and terminates at the beginning of the T-wave, It 
represents the time between the end of the spread of the impulse through 
the ventricles and depolarization of the ventricles. The 5-T segment is 
elevated ~n acute myocardial infarction and depressed when the heart 
muscle receives insufficient oxygen. The T-wave represents ventr~cular 
repolarization. It is flat when the heart muscle is receiving insufficient 
oxygen, as in arteriosclerotic heart disease. It may ,be elevated when 
the body's potassium level is increased, or symmetrically inverted when 
myocardial infarct~on ensues. 
. 
J 
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The ECG is invaluable in di~gnosing abnormal cardiac rythms and 
conduction patterns, and also in following the course of recovery from 
a heart attack. 
In this investIgation, however, the main interest was focused on the 
estimation of conduction time and force of the heart beat, by measuring the 
PR interval, the QRS complex and the voltages of the various complexes, 
using a sIngle lead ECG. The idea was to check if the change in cardiac-
output was a product of an alteration in peripheral resistance and determine 
if that alteration was due to a central effect. 
The central effect might have its origins in the hypothalamus or the thalamus 
and might be due to one of two causes - either a decrease in sympathetic 
tone or an increase in vagal tone or the combination of both. If there 
was an increase In vagal tone, it might be anticipated that there would be 
a slowing of the heart rate due to the effect of the vagus on the sino-
atrial (SA) node, or if there was a decrease in the sympathetic tone then 
one might anticipate a slowing of the heart rate for similar reasons. 
Previous discussions on changes in heart rate (5.3.2.) and cardiac-output 
, 
(5.3.3.) have attributed the changes to alterations in the central nervous 
system level of arousal and peripheral sympathetic tone. The increase or 
decrease In cardiac-output were thought to be the result of an increase or 
decrease In heart rate and pulse pressure, but whether the peripheral 
resIstance was behind those changes remained unclear because of the 
contradiction introduced by the vasoconstrictIon and vasodilatation effects 
1 8 ! 
on peripheral resistance, as a result of exposure to the various stresses. 
One thing remains clear, however, that a central effect was behind the 
variation in response to the vibration and heat stressors. 
Three different ECGs were taken for each subject. They represented three 
different responses to three different exposures (vibration, heat, vibration 
+ heat). The results on page/ID were organised in the order seen to allow 
easy comparison. The top ECG was recorded before, during, and after exposure 
to vibration. The middle ECG was in response to heat, and the lower ECG was 
in response to the combined heat and vibration stress. 
Measurements of the various complexes revealed the following trend of change: 
I) A prolongation of the P-R interval as a result of exposure to vibration. 
, 
This indicated a slowing of heart rate and confirmed the previous physiological 
measurements of the pulse rate. Moreover, additional analyses were made of 
successive cardiac cycles and their progressive changes in heart rate were 
calculated. These confirmed the effect of vibration in slowing the heart 
rate as a result of an increase in vagal tone (normal variations in heart 
rate are affected mainly by variations in the vagal tone). The fall in heart 
rate did not produce a sinus-bradycardia because the sino atrial node did not 
discharge at a rate slower than 60 beats per minute. 
2) An opposite response to that caused by vibration resulted from the 
exposure of volunteers to heat stress. A shortening of P-R interval indicated 
an increase'in heart rate, possibly due to a decrease in vagal tone. This 
change, however, was not a simple sinus-trachycardia as the S-A node did not 
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discharge at a markedly quicker rate, rather It represented a shorter auricular 
conduction time within the heart as the way the slight Increase in rate was 
achieved. 
3) Exposure to the combined stresses produced inconsistent changes in the cardiac 
cycle such that P-R appeared to be unchanged in spite of small changes in R-R 
and cyclic components. The overall heart rate remained unchanged at about 
100 beats per minute, thus confirming the role of the combined stressors in 
negating each others effects. 
In Table 4l~ page I/~ the percentage change in heart rate complexes (P-R, QRS, 
and S-T) were calculated after exposure to the three stress conditions. It 
was obvious from the data that heat and vibration produced opposite effects 
when applied individually, but the combined effects of their simultaneous action 
were almost negligible. 
4) Correlations between the effects of the three stressful conditions on 
cardiac rhythmicity were noted: 
a) P-R > P-R '" P-R vlb Heat + vib? Heat 
b) QRSvlb .(QRSHeat + vlb L.. QRSHeat 
c) S-T < S-T > S-T vlb Heat Heat + vib 
These correlations showed the prominence of vibration as a form of environmental 
stress, particularly when compared with the effects of heat stress, singly and 
in combination. Heat seemed to influence changes in a manner opposite to that 
produced by vibration, and the combined stressors produced the least degree of 
change, as if the antagonistic interactions between heat and vibration were the 
cause. Any conclusion in this dhection could be Justified by careful 
reference to other physiological, biochemical and subjective results in the 
course of this study. 
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A better Indication of these physiological changes is expressed in Table-#--If. page "If 
and represented in FI gure 44 , page liS". 
, 
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5.3.6. Subjective Reports 
S~nce subjective responses were not directly measurable by physical 
techniques; reports were obtained from the volunteers after each experiment, 
expressing their individual statements of opinion, attitude or feelings 
(Page~ 130-J~/). These were estimated by rating the expressed feeling dnd 
op~n~ons of the subjects about the condition in question (vibration, heat, 
vibration + heat) - Table 4-2. 
The results indicated, once more, the severity of the vibration stress at 
4 Hz frequency in comparison to the other stressful conditions. This 
confirmed previous find~ngs by Abu-Lisan (1977) whose subjects encountered 
sim~lar symptoms after exposure to the same frequency vibration. 
The symtoms or sensations of pain or discomfort were felt in different parts 
of the body (Table 4-2). These included head symptoms, neck and shoulder 
tightness, dyspnea, chest pain, back-ache, and numbness ~n the upper and 
lower extremities. The level of pain and/or discomfort was highest after 
exposure to vibration and lowest after exposure to heat. There was, 
however, an ~ntermediate feeling of discomfort after exposure to the 
combined stresses (due to the prom~nence of v~bration stress). 
The head sensations as described by the subjects, were. either dull, 
aching pa~n of low intensity, or a full congested feeling, as if the head 
was expanding. 
The tIghtness round the neck and shoulder and the distribution of the 
chest pain were suggestive of the pain usually experienced in coronary 
heart dIsease; hence, dull, aching paIn which increased in intensIty as 
the vibration perIod (or ride) continued. 
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Dyspnea was probably the result of alternating dIsplacements of the thoraco-
abdominal system. Physiological respiratory movements were interfered with 
by the superimposed oscillatory movements of the vibrating seat acting on 
the mass of the abdominal contents, and the thoracic cage. Other possible 
factors contributing to dyspnea were possible changes in pulmonary haemo-
dynamics such as pooling of the blood in the pulmonary vessels resulting in 
pulmonary congestion (Abu-Lisan, 1977). 
The mid-back pain was dull in nature, slowly increasing in intensity as 
the rIde continued. It is believed that the physiological lordotIC 
configuration of the lumbosacral area of the vertebral column is exaggerated 
by the vibratory forces resulting in pain. 
The involuntary numbness in the lower and upper extremities could be the 
result of an Increase in the mechanical stimulation of the myotatic receptors, 
caused by the resonance of the skeletal-musculature, thereby actually 
increasing muscle tonus. This sensation disappeared within a minute. 
All of the sUbjectIve responses, -mentioned above, were transitory and mild 
and there was no other subjective reaction which has not been reported 
, I 
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previously in the literature. It is most interesting, however, to 
note that physiological changes agree, to a certaln extent, wlth the 
subjective reactions. 
5.4. Biochemical and Haematological Indications of stress 
To investigate the changes in cardiovascular system, in response to 
stressful environmental conditions, it was necessary to carry out several 
biochemical and haematological analyses In order to elucidate sufficient 
and relevant information that would help in the diagnosis of cardiovascular 
diseases. 
All clinical analyses were performed in the hospital and the equipment used 
was automated and calibrated. Extreme care was taken in drawing and 
transporting the blood samples from the experimentatlon room to the hospital. 
Table 4-2 showed the wlde range of biochemical and haematological parameters 
involved. These included an examination of changes in cardiac enzymes (LDH, 
GOT, GPT), plasma lipids (cholesterol and triglyceride), glucose and a 
standard and dlfferential blood counts. Other parameters were: Sodium (Na+), 
Potassium (K+), Chloride (CL-), Urea, Creatinine, Bicarbonate (HC03-), 
Calcium (Ca++) , Phosphate (P04), Total protein, Albumin, Globulin, 
Billirubin, Urate, Alkaline phosphatase. 
5.4.1. The Biochemical Changes Figs. 4-6 to 4-12) 
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A blood sample (20 ml) was collected from each subject before and after each 
experiment. The sample was then analysed to determine the changes in sodium, 
potassium, chloride,_bicarbonate, calcIum, phosphate, urea, creatinine, 
glucose, total protein, albumin, globulIn, bilirubin, cholesterol, tri-
glycerides, urate, alkaline, phosphatase, lactic dehydrogenase, glutamic 
~ 
oxaloacetic transamInase, and glutamic pyruvic transaminase. The apparatus 
used for the analyses was Vickers M 300 (Page 89 ). 
For sodium, potassium and chloride (Fig 4-6) it was obvious that the changes 
were not significantly higher or lower after exposure to the three stress-
ful conditions. VIbration, however, did cause an increase in potassium 
level and decrease in chloride level after exposure, while heat increased 
both sodium and chloride levels. The effect of the combIned stresses was 
a slight increase in potassium level only. 
Sodium and potassIum are essential to normal heart action. Increases of 
sodium concentratIon is without effect untIl levels are raised by 2 to 
3 times the normal ones. Hyperpolarization of the nodal and cardiac 
tissue then occurs, and heart rate decreases as the tissue becomes less 
easily deploarlzed. If Na+ concentrations are decreased by 10 to 20 
percent of the normal, rate of polarization of fibres is also slowed, 
and the heart rate decreases. 
Increases of K+ to 3 tImes normal values decrease conduction velocity 
through the nodal tissue and causes heart block, a~hmias, and fibrill-
ation (rates to 300-400 beats/mIn). This may be associated with hypo-
polarization. Decreases in potassium concentration cause hyperpolarization 
----- --
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and a decreased stroke rate. For extra information about the 
normal metabolism of Na+, K+, and CL- including the conditions of 
deficiency and excess, check the following ftgures: 
Fig. 5~12: A schematic representation of the body fluid and 
electrolytes, the compartments in which they reside, and the organs 
associated with their intake, absorption, transport, regulatIon 
and excretion. 
Fig. 5~13: Potassium metabolism + (Al ~ for intake, (B) .. absorption, 
(C) - transpoflt, (Ill - production, (E) ~ storage, (fl ~ secretion, 
(G) - excretion, (H) -regulation. 
Fig. 5-14: Potassium deficiency 
Fig. 5-15: Potassium excess 
-- - --------
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Bicarbonate, calcium and phosphate levels showed the following trend of 
change (Fig. 4-7): The bicarbonate concentrat1on was not only signif1cantly 
lower than the before values, after exposure to heat, but also significantly 
lower than the fall in bicarbonate level produced by the action of vibration 
stress singly and in combinat1on with heat. It should be noted, however, 
that the drop in bicarbonate level, caused by the action of the combined 
stressors, was very slight. 
Two factors might have 1nfluenced the fall in bicarbonate level. Firstly, 
overbreathing due to the presence of heat stress (as in the case of 
respiratory alkalosis) and/or the tingling sensation in the upper and lower 
extremities, in addition to cerebral vasoconstr1ction caused by the vIbration 
stress. Secondly, hypoxia (ventilatory response to lack of oxygen) due to 
the difficulty in breathing experienced by the subjects during exposure to 
v1bration, or the accumulation of lactate (as In the case of metabolic 
acidosis). So, the fall in bicarbonate level could be the result of a 
mixed act10n of both respiratory alkalos1s and metabolic acidosis. 
- -'\ r __ 
CalcIum, on the other hand, increased slightly up to a constant level, 
after exposure to the three stress cond1tions. This, however, was of no 
slgnif1cance. A relat1ve consequence would be a decrease 1n heart rate, 
but this was only true with respect to v1bration. 
-, 
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Phosphate level fell significantly after exposure to vibration, s1ngly and 
in combination w1th heat, probably due to the effect of circadian 
rhythmicity, caused by the draw1ng of blood samples during morning periods 
and the inconvenience or discomfort of vibration (as in travel). Another 
cause would be a disorder in regulat10n (hyperparathyroid1sm). Heat stress 
produced an elevation in phosphate level, probably due to a disorder in 
regulation (hypoparathyroidism) or decreased excretion. 
'. 
Urea, creatinine, and glucose levels were influenced by the action of the 
three stressors in the manner presented in figure (4-8). Urea and creatinine 
var1ed antagonistically after exposure to the s1ngle stresses. An increase 
in urea after heat and vibration coupled with a decrease in creatinine. 
The comb1ned stresses produced a slightly significant elevation in serum 
creatinine. 
Urea is made 1n the liver from the ammonia which arises from the de-
amination of the surplus amino-acids. It is formed by the ornithine -
citrulline - arginine cycle (Kreb~ urea cycle). The amount produced per 
day depends to a large extent upon the protein intake and the nutrit10nal 
\ 
need for amino aC1ds for growth and repair of the tissues. With the 
possible exception of its mild diuret1c action, urea has no useful function 
1n the body and is excreted almost ent1rely by the ki~neys. 
---' 
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Elevated urea levels occur in a number of pathological conditions and the 
cause may be ascribed to 1ncreased production in the course of accelerated 
protein catabo11sm (see Fig. 4-9), to decreased eliminat10n as a result of, 
impaired kidney function, or to a cornbinat1on of these two processes. A 
mild elevation may occur in the absence of renal involvement if exceSS1ve 
amounts of protein are broken down or consumed. Th1s may happen in the 
case of stress. 
Creatinine, on the other hand, is a waste product formed 1n muscles when 
phosphate is removed from the high energy storage compound, creatinine 
phosphate (phospho-creatine), with simultaneous r1ng closure. The amount 
excreted per day is related to the muscle mass of the body and is greater 
in a muscular man than in a woman or child. Since creatinine is e11minated 
almost entirely 1n the urine, 1tS concentrat1on in serum rises when there 
1S e1ther insufficient formation or excretion of ur1ne, irrespective of the 
cause. It should be emphasized that an increase in serum creatinine (or 
urea) does not necessarily indicate a disease process in the k1dney; 
factors extrinsic to the kidney may be respons1ble. A reduction in glomerular 
filtrat10n rate and renal blood flow is the basis for the rise in serum 
creatinine and the other abnormalities found in th1s type. The physiological 
causes for the reduced renal blood flow and glomerular filtrations may be 
congestive heart failure, salt and water depletion caused by vomiting, 
diarrhea, gastrointestinal fistulas, excessive sweating with deficient salt 
1ntake, or diuresis associated with uncontrolled diabetes mellitus, diabetes 
1nsipidus, and exceSS1ve use of diuretics. Also, Addison's disease and 
shock (all these cases are associated with prevenal azotemia). 
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Low serum creatlnine values have no clinical slgnificance. 
Glucose level increased significantly after exposure to each of the stressors. 
It was highest, however, after heat stress, followed by vibration and the 
combined stressors (Fig. 4-8). 
The blood glucose level at any given time IS determined by the balance between 
the amount of glucose entering the blood stream and the amount leaving it. 
The principal determinants are therefore the dietary intake, the rate of 
entry into the cells of muscle, adipose tlssue, and other organs, and 
glucostatic activity of the liver. Between meals, glycogenolysis occurs and 
the liver adds glucose to the blood stream. When glycogen is depleted, 
gluconeogenesis from protein and glycerol occurs in the liver, and sufficient 
glucose added to the blood stream to prevent hypoglycaemia during fasting 
and prolonged starvation. 
Since all subjects were asked to fast overnight before participatlng in the 
experiments we would expect the small intestine to be empty, and with no 
allmentary absorptlon the plasma concentration if glucose will fall, the 
pancreas will respond by lowering the secretion of insulln and Increasing 
the secretion of glucagon. The latter has two main targets, the muscle and 
\ 
adlpose tissues, where it will increase cyclic-AMP concentration. In the 
liver, CYClIc-AMP has a negative allosteric effect on the glycogen synthase 
system WhlCh IS accordingly diminished. On the other. hand the same signal 
has a positive allosteric effect on the phosphorylase enzyme complex 
resulting In increased breakdown of glycogen to glucose - 1 - phosphate. 
This is converted to glucose - 6 - phosphate which is subsequently 
hydrolysed to glucose and enters the blood to replace the glucose used by 
the brain and other tissues. 
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Chronic stress of any sort causes increased production of glucocorticolds. 
This increase in hormone levels may serve as a'call to arms' to equip the 
body to resist the stress. As a result of the increased production, 
gluconeogenesis is increased, provIding more energy to res1st the stress, 
circulatory and cell membrane Integrity 1S promoted, amino-acids are 
redistributed in the body, ant1~nflammatory effects are produced, and all 
of the repair mechanIsms of the body are st1mulated. Continued hIgh levels 
of glucocorticoids, however, are damaging to the body. The 1ndividual may, 
in the long run, be rendered more susceptible to dIsease. 
The increase in glucose level (fig. 4-8) and the decrease in plasma proteins 
level (fig. 4-9) after exposure to the stressors, support the idea of a 
poss1ble increase in glucocorticoids productIon, and that agrees with Hans 
Selye's general adaptation syndrome (1953). 
Plasma proteins (including albumin and globulin) decreased after exposure 
to all three stressors, but mainly after heat stress and the combIned 
stresses (fIg. 4-9). 
Plasma proteins are a heterogeneous mixture with varIed functIons and orIgins. 
The1r principal functions are: maintenance of plasma osmotic pressure(Albumin 
1S the most important plasma prote1n in th1S respect), transport, defence 
(circulating antibodies), enzym1c activity, coagulation and fibrinolysis, 
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and enzyme precursors. Slnce albumin is the most abundant plasma protein, 
the causes of hypoproteinaemia are essentlally the same as those causing 
hypoalbuminaemia (increased loss, lncreased catabollsm, decreased synthesis, 
artefactial). For more details about the normal metabolism of plasma 
proteins see Flgure 5 - 5). 
Plasma lipids(triglycerldes and cholesterol in particular) decreased after 
exposure to the comblned heat and vlbration stress, but increased after 
exposure to the heat stress alone. Vlbratlon on the other hand, produced 
a decrease in triglycerides level. This lnclines us to believe that the 
predominant factor in the reduction of cholesterol and triglycerides level 
after exposure to the comblned stresses, was vibratlon (Fig. 4-10). 
In fastlng, lipoprotein lipase activity diminishes and hormone-sensitive 
lipase activity increases. This would lead to a reduction in trlglyceride 
uptake by adipose tlssue fat as glycerol and free fatty acids, increasing the 
liplds avallable to other tissues. 
Cholesterol has been implicated in the genesls of coronary heart disease and 
atherosclerosis. Elevated blood cholesterol levels contribute to deposition 
of the IlPid in the walls of blood vessels (atherosclerosis) narrowing their 
lumina and decreasing blood flow beyond the area of deposition. If narrowing 
of the vessels of the heart occurs, diminlshed coronary flow and heart attacks 
may result. The substitution of unsaturated fats for cholesterol in the diet 
has been advanced as a possible remedy for high blood cholesterol and as a means 
to slow deposition of fat in blood vessel walls. These fats are supposed to 
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hasten the metabolism of choleste~ol and to slow 1ts synthesis. Such 
measu~es may tempo~a~1ly ~educe blood choleste~ol levels, but the body quickly 
resumes its p~oduction of cholesterol, essential for synthesis of hormones and 
bile acids. 
Hype~lipidaemias and/or hyperlipoprote1naemias did not mate~ialise to indicate 
a greater fat load in the bloodstream. In these condit10ns, blood cholesterol 
and triglyceride levels are usually elevated with a potentially greater 
possibility fo~ deposition in blood vessel walls. 
Changes 1n serum CPK (creatinine phosphok1nase) GOT (glutamic oxaloacetic 
t~ansaminase), lDH (lactic dehyd~ogenase), and GPT (glutamic pyruvic 
transaminase) activity were of value in the d1agnosis of myocardial 1nfarction 
and liver disorders. There was an inc~ease 1n the activity of lDH after exposure 
to the s1ngle stresses, and a decrease after exposure to heat and vibration 
stresses combined (Fig. 4-11). This, however, was not accompan1ed by an 
elevation in GOT to suggest symptoms of myocardial infarction, or by an 
elevat10n in GPT to demonstrate liver disorders (Fig. 4-12). 
As to the haematological changes (Figs. 4-13, 14, 15 and 16), it was obvious 
that haemoglobin and haematocrit reacted s1milarly to an antagonistic act10n 
by the single stresses (vibration causing an increase and heat causing a 
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decrease in values - Fig. 4-13). 
Platelets and white blood cell count, on the other hand, varied in an 
opposite manner (Fig. 4-15) in reaction to the various stresses. A 
decrease in the total platelet count (not reflecting thrombocytopenia) and 
an increase in the leucocyte count (reflecting a slight neutrophil leucocytosis). 
Platelets are essential for haematostasis. Their life span is reduced by the 
effect of smoking. 
The slight increase in white cell count was mainly due to an lncrease in 
neutrophils (Flg. 4-16). Environmental changes (like hYPoXla) produce a 
neutrophil leucocytosis, but unlike the effect on the red cells this is 
transitory. Strenuous exercise, pain, smoking and sever emotional disturbances 
such as fear produce a rise in the white cell count lasting at most a few 
hours, mainly due to a rise in the number of neutrophil pOlymorphs. Since 
adrenaline and cortisol affect white cells, many of the physiological 
variations in the blood may be hormonally induced. Adrenaline produces flrst 
a polymorph leucocytosis and lymphocytosis and a later rise due to neutrophil 
increase accompanied by lymphopenia and eoslnopenia. Noradrenaline appearsh~ 
to have no effect on circulating white cells. Cortisol causes neutrophil 
\ , 
leucocytosis, lymphopenia and cosinopenia. 
The neutrophils and monocytes are the most active ph~gocytic cells, the 
neutrophils being the first defence against infection. Eosinophils are 
less adept at this operatlon and lymphocytes are not phagocytic. 
,.-
--~ -
Eosinophils have increased after exposure to the single stresses 
(Fig 4-16) reflecbng eosinophilia and suggesting an ACTH 
(adrenocorticotrophic hormone) release. 
Of the three stress conditions, it ~ould appear that vibration ~as 
the predominant and most effective stressor influencing changes in the 
cardiovascular system. These changes ~hether In the form of an increase 
or a decrease in the values of the parameter studied, showed interesting 
interrelationships between the physiological, biochemical and subjective 
results. 
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Fig.5-3 
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Fig. 5 & 6 
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Fig 5-8 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The emergence of vibration, as the occupatIonal stress with the most 
dIscomfortIng consequences, entaIled us to belIeve that long-term 
exposure to vehicular and environmental stress could represent a sIgnIficant 
factor In the etiology of cardiovascular dIseases in general, rather than 
influencIng coronary heart dlBase in particular. This study of the various 
factors that are usually involved In such diseases, helped a great deal In 
understanding the problem and In shedding further light on the degree of 
signIficance of each factor. In additIon, It IS important to realIse 
I 
that the combined stresses of heat and vIbration were the least discomfortin~, 
. 
; 
and In many aspects the effects were self cancellitlg. Thus, for the partlcular 
stresses studied, the experImental data clearly ruled out any addItive 
or synergistic stress Interactions. On the contrary, the data suggested 
a slight antagonIstic lnteractIon between the two stresses. 
People under vibration stress, could compensate, or adapt to, moderate levels 
of vIbratIon stress to which they are regularly exposed. Such compensation 
often occurs at some expense to the physiologIcal well-being of the 
IndIVIdual, however, It was noted that the vIbratIon level experlen_ced 
(at 4Hz frequency and 0.183 rms (G units) acceleratIon) was borderline with 
respect to current ISO standards for "fatigue-decreased profIciency boundary"; 
however, since the data shaved border lIne physiological evidence of stress 
it should be concluded that thlS conditIon was indeed borderlIne and not 
beyond acceptable limIts. It was pOlnted out In the literature, though, 
that clinical studies of drivers who are repeatedly exposed to heavy 
VIbration or JoltIng often show bodIly damage in the form of associated 
spInal, ano-rectal, or gastrointestinal aIlments. 
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The question of bodily damage was not a subject of this 1nvestigation, 
so this possibi11ty remained an unanswered question. 
Techn1cal means exist for minimizing the transfer of vibratory forces to the 
body at those frequencies to which the body is most sensitive. A variety 
of air-cushioned seats is available that can be adjusted, to mlnlmlze exposure 
to possibly harmful vibratory forces. However, the present study did not 
systematically address all the varlables that 1nteract in complex ways to 
\ 
determ1ne the magnitude and frequency of vlbratory forces transmltted to 
the body (eg. type of veh1cle, type of load and road cond1t1on). 
This was a result of carrying the lnvestigation 1n controlled laboratory 
condltions. 
Heat stress, on the other hand, lntroduced another factor wh1ch could affect 
the physiology of the driver and could alter the homeostasis of his 
cardiovascular system, though to a lesser extent than the vibrat10n stress. 
o The_temperature of 35 C was Just above the borderllne and it dld not produce 
marked or damag1ng effects wlth respect to the healthy subjects involved. 
However, drivers wlth coronary or cardiovascular dlsease h1story m1ght be in 
danger 1f exposed to that level of heat. Counter measures must be taken to 
minimize the phys1010gical straln, the obvious cholce, of course, is air 
condit10n1ng, although it certalnly 1S not an inexpensive one. 
• 
The borderllne conditlons found to exist with respect ~o vibration and heat 
stress indlcate that in the interest of public health, serious conslderations 
should be given to cost-effective ways of minlmlzing each of these stresses. 
I 
-, 
, 
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A hot and humid environment imposes a burden on the cardiovascular system 
which 1S well tolerated by a healthy person but may have ser10US consequences 
1n the presence of cardiovascular disease. Such thermal stress may precipitate 
cardiac decompensation or myocardial infarction, or both. Patients w1th 
cardiovascular disease cannot be cons1dered to be at maximum cardiac rest as 
long as cardiac work is necessary to maintain thermal equ1l1br1um. 
One must, of course, first realise that such patients do not tolerate heat 
burdens well and can be ser10usly 1njured by them. Patients with heart disease 
must be carefully informed of th1s fact and 1nstructed to av01d hot and hum1d 
environments and a proper climate should be prescribed whenever feas1ble. 
Outside phys1cal activity must be so scheduled as to av01d times of day 
when the enviroment 1S hot, and severely d1sabled patients must remain espec1all 
qU1et on very hot, hum1d days. For some pat1ents with severe heart d1sease, 
a1r-cond1tion1ng is as essential as are other aspects of care, such as nursing 
and diet. Those accustomed to air-condit10nIng must be warned against sudden 
exposure to even moderate increases in environmental temperature. When 
air-condit10n1ng 1S not ava1lable, large fans, loose, l1ght clothing and 
other methods for faci11tating loss of body heat must be emphas1sed. Hot 
baths, sunbath1ng and other such summer act1v1t1es should be avoided by some 
pat1ents with cardiac disease. Patients wIth marked heart failure do not 
acc11matise to heat, even at bed rest, and should have aIr-condltion1ng 
whenever possible and use air-conditioned oxygen tents when necessary or when 
this devIce 1S the only source of a1r-condit1on1ng. 
The above pr1nciples, somewhat mod1fled, should be applied to people with a 
normal card10vascular system. Attempting a v1gorous competit1ve sport, such 
as tenn1s, on a hot and hum1d day could prove fatal for a person "not In shape", 
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or in a relatively poor state of health. 
When one travels from a cold or cool envlronment to a hot, humld climate, 
I 
i 
sufficlent time should be given for accl1matlsatlon to occur before I 
attemptlng extensive physlcal activIty. ThIS is even more important at relatively 
hlgh altitudes. Adequate fluid and electrolyte intake, proper clothlng, rest, 
diet and frequent small meals are all important In preventing damage to the 
cardlovascular system from the burden of heat and humIdIty. 
Nowadays, the posslblllty of cardiac transplantation has attracted a great deal 
of well-deserved attentlon, but even the cardlac surgeons themselves agree 
that thlS IS only a procedure of last resource. Cardlac dlseases claim more 
than half-a-mlllion Ilves per yenr In the Unlted states alone: what IS 
needed to combat this hazard one of the greatest of contemporary life - is 
an effectlve, prophylactIC. This could be a d1etary measure, perhaps combined 
w1th certa1n remed1es, preferably agents that can be taken by mouth and are 
not tOX1C even when used over long periods by "Coronary candidates" whose lIfe 
is In constant danger. 
However, In the search for ways to reduce the prevalence of CHD and other 
dlseases of the card10vascular system, It 1S a m1stake to concentrate too 
closely on the indIvidual rIsk factors while disparaglng the role of stress. 
Coronary disease does not result from the IndIvldual "sins" of gluttony, 
lethargy, CIgarette smoking and so on, but from a wholly "SInful" life. 
FaIlure to understand the 1mportance of stress may arIse from a lack of 
apprecIation of the difference between exogenous and endogenous stress. 
Stress Imposed from without, exempli fled by the InsecurIty of bllndness, 
~s not associated w~th an increased prevalence of coronary atheroma. The 
opposite is true of self-~nduced stress which depends on the personality 
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and behaviour patterns of the individual and provides the link between the 
various accepted coronary r~sk factors. Theaggress~ve, tension-addicted, 
ambit~on-dr~ven, time-consc~ous subject creates conflict nnd stress about himself 
The metabol~c and physical consequences of th~s way of l~fe are hyperl~pidaemia 
and hypertension which are potentiated by smoking, lack of exerc~se and a 
saturated fatty ac~d diet. 
The mechanistic hospltal doctor bel~ttles the role of stress because he 
cannot measure it and because he has llttle experlence of the way his patients 
lead their lives. The concept that stress produced by the pat lent hlmself 
. may be important in the genesis of disease lS more wldely accepted 
~n general practlce. Some patlents with angina pectorls or even wlth myocardial 
lnfarct~on at an unexpectedly early age may present opportunitles for the 
tralnee to examine this concept. It is not "lnltlative, d~ligence, leadershlp 
and hard work" WhlCh lead to heart attacks, but the mlsdlrected strivings 
of the aggresive lndividual. 
Control of lndlvidual risk factors has not been strlklngly effective in 
preventlng heart dlsease, and a substantial reductlon in lts prevalence seems 
unl~kely w~thout a complete change ln our materlalistlc soclet~es wh~ch 
encourage and reward aggresslve, competltive and stress produclng hablts at 
work and lelsure. 
ThlS study lS essential when applled or used for the ~dentification of cardiacs 
~n industry, agriculture or any other occupatlonal fleld. 
. -
workers with heart disease in the employee population can be identified by 
various methods (Figs. 6-1,2,3 ). Once recognised, the 'cardiac' worker 
should be evaluated by appropriate clinical techniques, a careful history, and 
an assessment of the work place as an environment. The first objective of such 
an evaluation should be to arrive at an accurate etiology and anatomic diagnosis 
of heart disease. A second and more important objective would be to make a 
valid appraisal of the patient's functional capacity within the demands of proper 
and useful employment In society. 
This study is also essential for future investigations Into the effects of 
combined environmental stresses on man and in further understanding the mechanisms 
by which different stressors interact. It should be emphasized, however, that 
all the experiments in this study were performed in controlled laboratory 
conditions and there was no opportunity to extend the study to an actual working 
• 
environment. A controlled field of study in a road or railway control cab 
needs to be undertaken before any definitive conclusion is drawn. Such a field 
study could examine the occupational hazards of continued exposure to these 
stress conditions. 
Usually, when two or-more different environmental stressors are known to be 
discomforting when applied separately, one would expect more unpleasant 
consequences if these were applied simultaneously together. This would be the 
case If the stressors were acting by different mechanisms, but when their 
resultant effects tend to cancel each other, as is the case in this investigation, 
one is bound to believe that heat and vibration must have manipulated the same 
physiological mechanism in opposite directions. Whether we can ensure safety 
by applying one environmental stress against another, in order to relieve a 
patient suffering from a particular cardiovascular disease, remains to be seen. 
It should be recognised, however, that cardiovascular diseases usually involve 
many simple and minor factors which should be taken into consideration before 
any sort of treatment becomes practicable. The outstanding facts which 
deserve further attention are the findings that heat and vibration are 
physiological burdens when applied separately, but their effects may cancel out 
when applied together. 
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SUBJECT FILE - CONFIDENTIAL SUB.lECT CODE NO. 
FORH OF APPLICATIO!'l TO TAKE PART AS A SUBJECT IN 
ACCELERATION Mm/OR VIBRATION EXPERINENTS 
PART I 
1) SURNAHE _________ _ * (HR/flRS/HISS/ ) 
2) OTHER NAHES 
3) DATE OF BIRTH 
4) ADDRESS (TERH) 
TELEPHONE NO: 
5) NATIONALITY 
6) PRESENT OCCUPATION 
DATE COHHENCED 
7) PREVIOUS OCCUPATIONS (OVER ?AS'!' 5 YEARS) A1JD DATES 
8) NEXT OF !<IN 
ADDRESS 
TELEPHONE NO.: 
9) RE~lARKS 
* DELETE WHERE APPLICABLE 
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\ INSTRUCTIONS TO VOLL~TEERS 249 
Introduction: 
carried out at 
A post-graduate investiglltion concerned "ith vibration, is being 
Loughborough University of Technology, Department of Human Sciences. 
Purpose of Investigation: To study the physiological, biochemical and subjective 
effects of vibr~tion with special emphasis on whether mechanical vibration could 
produce or induce a coronary heart disease. 
Research Volunteers: In order to pursue the above research, we are currently in 
need of volunteer subjects. The following indicates a volunteer coMmitment. 
Overall Involvement: If you volunteer to be a subject, you first will be asked a 
series of questions by the investigator about your physical health. If you pass 
the screening procedure, your participation in the ~xperiment may begin. 
Before exposure to any kind of vibration, subjects are assured that the 
vibration to which they will be exposed, will be at acceleration levels not 
exceeding the current International Standards for Safety (ISO). 
Subjects must be aware of the following:-
i) The volunteer's free and informed consent, to be experimented upon, is 
extremely important, and so is his right to know about the experimental 
procedures and what is going to happen to him. 
ii) The experimenter will respect the confidentiality of any personal 
information the subject may give. 
iii) The experimenter will take all reasonable steps to safeguard the subject 
from harm. 
iv) The subject must be fully aware that he is able to withdra,~ from the 
experiment at any time. 
pubject Control: Please abide by the following: 
11) Go about your daily routine and level of activity, avoiding any excessive 
changes from your norm. 
b) Eat and drink within your normal rate of intake, avoiding excessives from 
your norm. 
c) Avoid at all times any moderate or large alcoholic intake. 
pint of beer or 1.25 oz (short) per any 24 hours. 
No more than one 
d) Follow your routine sleeping habit; being sure not to get less than six hours 
of sleep per day. 
e) Do not ingest any stimulants or drugs (salicylates or barbiturates). Any 
abnormal or non-daily pill or medicine intake should be avoided. 
f) Be prompt and follow the time table assigned to you by the experimenter. 
This will include:-
i) Time of arrival 
ii) Time for collecting the first urine and blood samples before vibration. 
Hi) Time of exposure to vibration 
iv) Time for collecting the second urine and blood samples immediately 
after vibration. 
- 1 -
• 
• 
- 2 - 2S0 
g) The experimenter will measure your heart rate and blood pressure after your 
arrival at the Lab. 
h) Infra-Red photographs will be taken every five minutes around the face of each 
subject to check any changes in peripheral circulation. 
i) Electrocardiograms will be measured to check any changes in the parameters 
of the heart beat. 
j) Clinical analyses of blood and urine will be performed in hospital to check 
any pathological changes. 
NOTE: It is essential that all subjects chosen for participation in the vibration 
experiments will be fasting overnight before their actual involvement. 
This will give us accurate analyses of Triglycerides, Cholesterol and 
Cardiac enzymes. After completing the experiments, volunteers are asked 
to increase their liquid intake to cOl'1pensate for I'hat they missed. 
Thank you in anticipation 
M. Abu-Lisan R.Sc., M.Sc. F.R.M.S., M.I.Biol. 
A.IoM.L.S. 
MEDICAL HISTORY FORM 
(Initial Examination*) 
Name Date 
Study No. 
0 Form No. 
0 Age 
Sex: Male 0 Female 0 
Ethnic group 
~ Employed 
251 
Occupat10n ______________________ __ 
Number of years ________________ _ 
~ HousewJ.fe 
c=J Other 
D Native born ____ -;--;--:--;-____ _ 
(place) 
D Foreign born -,,.-____ --::--____ _ 
(country) 
*Reproduced, w1th modif1cat10ns, from US National Health Survey (1961). 
\ 
Have you ever had: 
Scarlet fever 
Rheumatic fever 
Pneumonia 
Asthma 
Diabetes 
Liver disease 
Stroke 
Rheumatism or arthritis 
Gout 
Gallbladder trouble 
Stomach ulcers 
Thyroid trouble 
Tuberculosis 
Kidney trouble 
Were you ever turned down by 
an insurance company for. 
medical reasons? 
- 2 -
Yes 
B 
Yes 
Reason ________________________________ ___ 
Have you ever served in 
the armed forces? 
If no, were you turned down for 
medical reasons? 
No 
B 
No 
If yes, years: ____________ to _____________ _ 
Armed forces of what country? 
, -
\ 
\ 
Recurrence? 
B 
Surgery? 
252 
----
I 
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Were you dlscharged for medical c===J 
reasons? 
If yes, specify ______________________ _ 
Yes 
Has a doctor ever tell you that ~ 
you had heart trouble? 
If yes, what did he call it? 
c===J 
No 
D 
------------------------
Age _________ _ 
If yes, were you hospitallzed? o o 
When? _______________________ How long? 
Surgery? o o 
Descrlbe ________________________________________________________ _ 
Have you ever taken any medlcine 
for heart trouble? 
If yes, did you take the medicine: 
Under the tongue 
By swallowing 
By inJection 
Other 
Yes 
----~(~s-p-ec-i~f~y~)-----
Do you take lt now? o 
No 
D 
D \ 
\ 
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Has a doctor ever tell you that 
you had high blood pressure? 
Age 
If yes, were you hospitalised? 
Yes 
o 
o 
No 
o 
o 
When? ______________________________ ' How long? __________________________ _ 
Surgery? D 
Describe ____________________________ ___ 
Have you ever taken any 0 medic1ne for h1gh blood pressure? 
If yes, when? 
For how long? 
Do you take it now? D 
o 
0 
0 
\ 
\ 
2~4 
I, 
SHOKING QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. (a) Do you smoke c~garettes now? 
Yes, regularly 
No 
If "No", go to question 2(a). 
B 
Occasionally (usually less than one cigarette per day) c===J 
(b) Do you inhale? 
Yes 
No 
(c) What kind of c~garettes do you smoke? 
Manufactured, w~th f~lters 
Manufactured, without filters 
Hand-rolled 
(d) How many canufactured cigarettes do you usually 
smoke per day? 
(e) About ho~ Many ounces (or grams) of-tobacco do you 
use per week for roll~ng your own c~garetts? 
(f) What is the maximum number of cigarettes that you 
have smoked per day for as long as a year? 
Record total number of manufactured and hand-rolled 
cigarettes, counting 1 oz of tobacco as 25 cigarettes 
& 1 g as 1 cigarette. 
B 
o 
D 
(g) How many Cigarettes d~d you smoke per day a year ago? D 
(h) How old were you when you began to smoke cigarettes? ~ 
After asking th~s question, go to question 3(a). 
2. (a) D~d you ever smoke cigarettes? 
Yes, regularly 
No, never B 
If "No", go to quest~on 3(a) 
Occasionally (usually less than one cigarette per day) ~ 
255 
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(b) What is the maximum number of clgarettes you ever 
smoked per day for as long as a year? 
Record total number of manufactured and hand-rolled 
cigarettes, counting I oz of tobacco as 2S clgarettes 
and I g as I cigarette. 
(c) Did you lnhale? 
Yes' 
No 
(d) How old were you when you began to smoke clgarettes? 
(e) When did you stop smoking cigarettes? 
Give year. 
(f) Why did you stop? 
3. (a) Have you ever smoked cigars? 
4. 
(b) 
(c) 
(a) 
No 
If liNo", go to questl.on 4(a) 
Used to, but not now 
If "Not now ll , go to question 4{a) 
Now smoke occasionally(less than one per day) 
Now smoke regularly 
About how many do you smoke per week? 
Do you l.nhale? 
Yes 
No 
Have you ever smoked a pipe? 
No 
Used to, but not now 
Now smoke a pipe occasionally (less than once a day) 
Now smoke one regularly 
(b) About how many ounces (or grams) of tobacco do you 
smoke per week? 
(c) Do you inhale? 
Yes 
No 
'. 
\ 
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o 
B 
o 
D 
[J 
o 
B 
o 
B 
o 
B 
/tPPE<].r'h1)C. S" 
LONDON SCHOOL OF HYGIENE CARDIOVASCULAR QUESTIONNAIRE 
Section A: Chest Pa1n on Effort 
1. Have you ever had any pain or discomfort in your chest? yesB 
No 
la. If uNo", Have you ever had any pressure or heav1ness in 
your chest? yesB No 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
If "Noli, proceed to Section C. 
If "Yes", ask next questl.on. (If during the remainder of 
Section A an answer is recorded 1n a box marked', 
proceed to Section B). 
DO you get it when you walk uphill or hurry? 
No ' 
Never hurries or walks 
yes§ 
uphill 
Do you get it when you walk at an ord1nary pace on the 
level? yesB 
What do you do if you get 1t while you are walking? 
Stop or 
(Record "Stop or slow down" if subJect carries on 
after taking nitroglycerine). 
If you stand still, what happens to 1t? 
Not 
No 
Slow_down D 
Carry ,?n 0 
Relieved D 
relieved D 
How soon? 10 minutes or less 
More than 10 minutes B 
7. Will you show me where it was? Sternum (upper or m1ddle) 
Sternum (lower) 
8. 
9. 
(Record all areas mentioned) 
Do you feel it anywhere else? 
Left anterior chest 
Left arm 
Other 
Yes 
(If "Yes", record additional information above) No 
Did you see a doctor because of th1s pain (or d1scomfort)Yes 
\ No 
If "Yes" I what did he say it was? 
B 
B 
2~7 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
- 2 -
Section B: Possible Infarction 
Have you ever had a severe paln across the front 
of your chest lasting for half an hour or more? 
If "Yes", ask question 11 
Did you see a doctor because of th,s pain? 
If "Yes", what did he say l.t was? 
(code later) 
How many of these attacks have you had? 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
1st attack:date __________ d.urat10n of pain, ______________ __ 
2nd attack:date durat10n of pain, ______________ __ 
(code later) 
Section C: Intermittent Claudl.catl.on 
B 
B 
D 
If an answer is recorded in a box marked*, no further questions need 
be asked. 
Do you get pain 1n e1ther leg on walking? 
Does this pain ever beg1n when you are standing still 
or s1tting? 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
In what part of your ~eg do you feel 1t? § 
Pa1n includes calf/calves 
Pa1n does not 1nclude calf/calves * 
If calves not mentloned, ask: Anywhere else? 
Do you get 1t if you walk uphill or hurry? Yes 
No 
Never hurr1es or walks uphill 
Do you get it if you walk at an ordinary pace on the 
level? 
Does the pain ever disappear whlle you are walking? 
\ 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
B 
258 
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18. What do you do 1f you get it when you are walking? 
19. What happens to it if you stand still? 
20. How soon? 
~ "--
Stop or 
Not 
slow down D 
Carry on 0 
Relieved D 
re11eved D 
10 m~nutes or less B More than 10 m1nutes 
\ 
\ 
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(1) 
Diagnostic Cr1terla for Ang1na PectorlS, 
Poss~ble Infarct~on and Interm~ttent Claud~cat~on 
"Angl.na" is defl.ned as bel.ng present 1.n subJects who answer as follows. 
Q. 1: "Yes" 
Q. 2 or 3: 11 Yes" 
Q 4 : "Stop or slow down" 
Q. 5: IIRell.evedu 
Q. 6: 1110 ml.nutes or less" 
Q. 7· (a) Sternum (upper or middle,or lower), or (b) left anter~or ches 
and loft arm. 
(If ~nterv~ew~ng ~nstruct~ons are corrf'ctly observed throughout, ~t ~s sufficie 
to check the answer to Q. 7). 
(2) 
"Anglna" may be graded accordlng to severl.ty. 
Q. 3 "No" Grade 1 
"Yes ll Grade 2 
A category of "doubtful ang~na" may also be dehned: 
Q. 1: "No" 
Q. la: UYes", and thereafter as for "ang1na" 
"Paln of posslblc lnfarctlon" 15 deflned as belng present in subjects who 
answer as follows' 
Q. 10: "Yes" 
"InterMlttent claudl.catlon" 1S defl.ned as belng present in subJects who answer 
as follows: 
Q. 12: "Yes" 
Q. 13: "No" 
Q 14 "Includes calf" 
Q. 15 or 16. "Yes" 
Q. 17: "No" 
Q. 18 "Stop or slow down" 
Q. 19: "Relleved" 
Q. 20: u 10 "unutes or less ll 
"Intermittent claudlcatlon" may be graded according to severity: 
Q. 16: "No" = Grade 1 
"Yes" = Grade 2 
260 
DYSPNOEA QUESTIONNAIRE 
If disabled from walking by any condition other than heart or lung disease, 
mark "X" here and leave remain~ng questions unanswered: 
D 
1. Are you troubled by shortness of breath when hurry~ng on level ground 
or walking up a slight hill. 
If "NO", stop here. If "Yes", proceed to next question. 
2. Do you get short of breath walk~ng w~th other people of your own age on 
level ground? Des 
If "No", stop here. If nYes", proceed to next question. 
3. Do you have to stop for breath when walking at your own pace on level 
ground? 
If "NO", stop here. If "Yes", proceed to next quest~on .. 
4. Are you short of breath on wash~ng or dressing? 
\ 
\ 
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,': SUBJECT FILE - CONFIDENTIAL ~j 
~ FORM OF DECLARATION 
I-~:. (TO BE REDECLARED FOR EACH EXPERIMENT) 
PART 1. 
(1) Are you in good health? YES/NO* 
If NO please explain 
. '1 " 
(2) Have you ever suffered from a serious illness, or had any operations? YES/NO* 
(3) 
If YES please explain, giving dates I,,' , I , l • '. 
Have you ever been injured? 
YES/NO* 
(necessitating treatnent by a doctor or hospital) 
I 
I 
If YES please explain , I 
(4) Do you suffer from any disability or defect affecting your daily life? YES/NO' 
If YES please explain 
(5) Are you at present under ~~dical treatment~o: any kind? YES/NO* 
If YES please explain 
(6) Are you suffering from or I-ave you suffered from, any ef the folloHing 
conditions? 
a) Coughing up, vomiting or passing blood YES/NO* 
b) Ulcers YES/NO* 
c) Haemorrhoids (piles) YES!NO* 
d) Inte=ittent pain, blanching or numbness of the 
fingers. YES/NO* 
e) Back injury, "strain"J or back pain YES/NO* 
(7) Have you during the previous month had a vaccination or innocu1ation, or 
given blood for transfusion? YES!NO* 
If YES, Hhen? 
(8) Have you during the previous year had an X-ray. or undergone radiation 
treatment? YES/NO* 
If YES, when? 
(9) Have you any objection to having electrodes or other devices attached to 
the surface of your body? YES/NO* 
'. 
~ , 
" 
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PART II 
(1) I -.~~~~~~~~~~~~hereby 
an Acceleration/V1bratlo~ p~Deriment 
volunteer to bQ an experimental subject in 
~t l~iver.ity of Technology, Loughborough, 
Department of Human Sciences. 
(2) My replies to all the questions above are correct to the best of to/ knowledge 
and belief. 
(3) I understand that the information about myself which I have given will be ) 
treated as confidential by the experimenter(s). 
(4) Satisfactory explanations of the ?urpose of the experiment, the nature of the 
acceleration/vibration to be used, and how I may stop the experiment, have been 
given to me by the ex~erimenter(s). 
(5) While agreeing to attend for the purpose of the experiment, I fully understand 
that I may "ithdra" from takin~ part in the experiment, and that I am un-der no 
obligation to give any reason for my >lithdrayal, or to attend for further 
experimentation a 
(6) While in the Acceleration/Vibration laboratory, or apy associated laboratory, 
I undertake to obey the rerulations in force governing its use, and the 
instructions eiven to me by the experimenter(s) regarding safety and 
experimental procedures, subject o,,-ly to my rlght to withdraw as declared 
above. 
DATE: __________________ 19 Signature of Applicant (Subject) 
SiGnature of experirnenter(s) 
Signature of staff completing this declaration: 
I 
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SUBJECT No. 
Physiological Data 
He ight: 
Wei ght: 
5.A. : 
1. VIBRATION B.P. S.P. H.R. H.R. 
(stand i ng) (Lying) (5) (L) 
BEFORE 
AFTER 
2. HEAT 
, 
BEFORE 
AFTER 
-
3. VISRATION + HEAT -
BEFORE 
AFTER 
\ 
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL PATHOLOGY 
SURNAME (block letters) 
PAnENTS ADDRESS 
RELEVANT CLINICAL DETAILS 
DRUG TIlERAPY 
(If none please state NONE) 
JB-B41bl 
FIRST NAME (bled lellers) 
SEX 
DoB 
DERBY AREA HEALTH AUTHORITY 
REG. ND. I HOSPITA.L I WARD/OEPT. 
CONSULTANT/G P and ADDRESS LAB. No 
REQUEST 
Or Signature Data 
Data .... 
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DEPARTMENT OF HAEMATOLOGY DERBYSHIRE ROYAL INFIRMARY 
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